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Executive
Summary

Executive Summary

Introduction

V

ia Resolutions 1325 (2000), 1820 (2008) and
1889 (2009), the United Nations Security
Council has strongly promoted the collection
of data about wartime sexual violence and other issues
related to gender equality in situations of armed
conflict. The resolutions do not fully appreciate the
size of the task laid out. Sexual violence, in wartime or
in peacetime, is among the most notoriously difficult
forms of violence to measure. A data mandate that
does not point the way toward data quality leaves
policy-makers in the dark as they seek to prevent or
mitigate sexual violence, to punish perpetrators, or
to make reparations to victims. Worse, poor-quality
data on sexual violence may give a false impression of
specificity and reliability, leading to incorrect policy
assessments, misallocation of resources, and other
outcomes that are assuredly not in line with the United
Nations’ goals on this issue.
This report addresses the challenges of sexual violence
measurement in a specific context: Colombia’s ongoing
internal armed conflict. After discussing in depth the
difficulties faced by researchers attempting to measure
sexual violence around the world, the report addresses
several Colombian data collection efforts more specifically. Both governmental and non-governmental
data sources are considered; more importantly, the
authors outline several key cultural and political issues
affecting sexual violence data collection in Colombia.
In particular, the research team found, sexual violence
reporting procedures in Colombia are fragmented and
incomplete. Sexual violence is frequently viewed as a

domestic violence or criminal justice issue; it is seldom
considered as a phenomenon in its own right, or as an
outcome associated with armed conflict.
These measurement difficulties provided the initial impetus for this study. With funding from the Open Society
Institute (OSI), the Colombian non-governmental
organization (NGO) Corporación Punto de Vista (CPdV)
formed a partnership with an American technical
advisory NGO, the Benetech Human Rights Program
(HRP), to consider whether indirect indicators of
conflict-related sexual violence in Colombia could
provide stronger estimates than could direct measures.
In the course of its work, the research team concluded
that it should first address broader, more fundamental
questions surrounding the use of information on
sexual violence. Below, we summarize the key findings
and recommendations from this research process, as
submitted to OSI in November 2010.

Key Findings
t $VSSFOU QPMJUJDBM BOE EPOPS JODFOUJWFT FODPVSBHF
PWFSJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGEBUBUIBUDBOOPUTVQQPSUOVNFSJDBMDMBJNT (See Chapter 2.) Demand for numerical
data on sexual violence in Colombia is very strong.
Advocates, jurists, politicians, journalists, scholars,
preservers of historical memory, doctors and nurses,
and many others demand statistics, for a variety
of reasons. In preparing this feasibility report,
the research team held discussion groups and
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interviews with actors interested in the topic of
conflict-related sexual violence. Most interview
respondents stated that accountability imperatives
(e.g., criminal cases), advocacy imperatives (e.g.,
increased public awareness) and donor imperatives
(e.g., demand for numerical evidence of problem or
solution) privilege statistical knowledge over other
types of knowledge, regardless of the quality of the
statistical “knowledge” in question.
t "UQSFTFOU EJSFDUEBUBPOTFYVBMWJPMFODF TVDIBT
DBTFSFQPSUTBOETVSWFZT DBOOPUTFSWFBTUIFCBTJT
PGSJHPSPVTDMBJNTBCPVUUIFNBHOJUVEFPSJODJEFODF
PGDPOGMJDUSFMBUFETFYVBMWJPMFODFJO$PMPNCJB (See
Chapter 4.) Policy-makers and advocates report
that they need “hard numbers” or statistical
evidence of the dimensions, characteristics,
dynamics, victims and perpetrators of sexual
violence in Colombia. However, it must be recognized that basic questions regarding the nature,
magnitude, pattern, variation, perpetrators and
effects of wartime sexual violence cannot yet
be answered with scientific rigor. Stakeholders
must also grapple with the fact that no single
dataset, no matter how large, can accurately assess
conflict-related sexual violence on a population
level. (See Chapter 3.)
t "UQSFTFOU JOEJSFDUEBUBPOTFYVBMWJPMFODF TVDIBT
IFBMUIPSEFNPHSBQIJDJOGPSNBUJPO DBOOPUTFSWFBT
UIFCBTJTPGSJHPSPVTDMBJNTBCPVUUIFNBHOJUVEFPS
JODJEFODFPGTFYVBMWJPMFODFJO$PMPNCJB (See Chapter
5.) The research team investigated a large number
of indirect indicators of sexual violence, including
health data, demographic data, and data regarding
the use or purchase of abortifacient drugs. While
some of this evidence is suggestive, it either (1)
cannot be tied to sexual violence, let alone conflictrelated sexual violence, with certainty; or (2) suffers
from the same biases and incompleteness as the
direct measures.
t %JSFDUBOEJOEJSFDUEBUBSFMBUFEUPTFYVBMWJPMFODFDBO
CF VTFE BT DPNQPOFOUT PG JOWFTUJHBUJPOT  QSPWJEFE
UIBUUIPTFJOWFTUJHBUJPOTVTFNVMUJQMFNFUIPETBOE
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JOWFTUJHBUFTQFDJGJD MPDBMIZQPUIFTFT(See Chapters 5
and 6.) Local hypotheses concern a small and highly
specific location or time period. For example, in the
Montes de María region of Colombia, local advocates
hypothesized that the under-representation of
young women in the local population signified
displacement in response to sexual violence by
armed actors. At this level of specificity, quantitative
information can be used to support qualitative data
in testing local hypotheses.

Recommendations
t A key recommendation to advocates and other
analysts of sexual violence is:BWPJEPWFSDMBJNJOH
The research team strongly encourages users of
data on sexual violence in Colombia to be cautious and rigorous about claims-making regarding
sexual violence. Of particular concern are specific
quantitative or quasi-quantitative claims regarding
the pattern (e.g., “systematic”) or magnitude (e.g.,
“widespread”) of sexual violence in Colombia, which
cannot be supported or defended using existing
data. In particular, we wish to draw attention to the
politicization of debates about conflict casualties in
Colombia (see, e.g., discussion in Price and Guzmán
2010), and to the fact that analysts antagonistic to
human rights organizations can and will attempt
to discredit advocates’ claims by criticizing their
statistical methods.
t In the long term, we recommend MBSHFJOWFTUNFOUT
JOMPDBMNFUIPEPMPHJDBMFYQFSUJTF By “building local
expertise” we do not mean training in statistical
analysis, but rather increased clarity regarding
the origins and limits of human rights datasets.
Scientific best practices, such as generating alternative hypotheses and understanding potential biases,
are logical exercises that do not require a new set of
technical skills (see Chapter 3, regarding bias, and
Chapter 5, on alternative hypotheses). However,
these practices could lead to substantial improvements in advocates’ capacity to make defensible
claims. Human rights organizations are not, and
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need not be, statistical experts, but local human
rights leaders must understand the limitations of
their information, and potential paths to improved
information. In an era of quantitative data and
rhetoric, human rights advocates will contend
with political antagonists whose harsh claims are
couched in the language of methodological rigor.

quantitative data. When research focuses on specific,
local hypotheses, investigations can usefully employ
information of many types. Indeed, at the local level,
specific hypotheses may generate a plan for further
quantitative data gathering. Together, these types of
investigation can lead to useful, rigorous conclusions
regarding the local dynamics of sexual violence.

t To effectively support information-gathering
initiatives, UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBM DPNNVOJUZ BOE UIF
DPNNVOJUZPGEPOPSTJOIVNBOSJHIUTNVTUVOEFSTUBOE
UIFMJNJUBUJPOTPGRVBOUJUBUJWFEBUB They must, in
addition, carefully consider the incentives they
create. Are these incentives aimed toward long-term
goals of understanding sexual violence and ending
impunity? Or do they incentivize irresponsible
numerical claims in the near term? If the structure
of incentives leans toward short-term production
of “big” claims rather than long-term production
of knowledge, the international community bears
responsibility for our general lack of understanding.
8FDBMMPOUIPTFXIPJOTUJUVUJPOBMJ[FTVDIJODFOUJWFT
UIFJOUFSOBUJPOBMDPNNVOJUZBOEIVNBOSJHIUTEPOPST 
GPSFYBNQMF UPSFDPOTJEFSEFNBOETGPSRVBOUJUBUJWF
EBUBJOUIFTIPSUUFSN

t The research team urges DPOUJOVFEJOWFTUJHBUJPOTJO
$PMPNCJB for a variety of reasons. The heterogeneity of sexual violence in Colombia may provide
important advantages to researchers. For example,
comparing varying patterns of violence across
relatively similar communities is possible within
a country but quite difficult in the cross-national
context, because so many factors may confound
the investigation. In addition, this heterogeneity
across localities may provide important evidence
about the varying effects, as well as the varying
causes, of differing patterns of sexual violence during
conflict. Additionally, our research demonstrates the
extraordinary strength of Colombian civil society,
its engagement with the issues, and its ability to
effect change. Low levels of violence in many areas of
the country increase researcher access to conflicted
zones and thereby reduce the severity of reporting
issues. Colombia provides a unique combination of
rich data and (relatively) accessible conflict areas.

t Analysts of sexual violence, far from attempting
a unified population level approach to measuring
sexual violence, should SFMZIFBWJMZPOUIFRVBMJUBUJWF
BOEDPOUFYUVBMLOPXMFEHFPGMPDBMFYQFSUT This type of
local expertise is vital, because reliance on a single
data collection and estimation strategy (or, indeed,
a single type of data) is likely to lead to biased
representations of the nature, scale and pattern of
all conflict-related sexual violence. The research team
concludes that local investigations offer researchers
their best chance at the type of interdisciplinary
richness that allows for meaningful assessment of

t Most importantly, we urge DPOUJOVFEJOWFTUJHBUJPOT
JO NBSHJOBMJ[FE QPQVMBUJPOT UIBU NBZ CF UBSHFUFE
GPSTFYVBMWJPMFODF including indigenous and AfroColombian communities. The recent rape and
murder of a fourteen-year-old girl in the department of Arauca, apparently by members of the
Colombian army, also highlights the need for
increased investigation of sexual violence by all
parties to the conflict, state and non-state.
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Part II

Understanding Sexual
Violence Data in the
Colombian Context

Chapter 1

Introduction

Gender-based violence, including sexual violence, has
occurred within and alongside Colombia’s internal
armed conflicts for decades. For example, Guzmán, Fals
and Umaña (1962) and Uribe (1978) addressed sexual
violence during Colombia’s mid-twentieth-century civil
conflict, known as “La Violencia” However, in Colombia
as in most other conflicted settings, researchers and
advocates have focused sustained attention on the
problem of conflict-related sexual violence only in
approximately the last decade. During a 2001 visit to
Colombia, the Special Rapporteur on Violence against
Women, its Causes and Consequences highlighted
this issue: “...the Special Rapporteur would like to
address a popular misconception ...that gender-based
violence in the context of the conflict is not an issue
in Colombia...The Special Rapporteur was surprised
and deeply concerned at the lack of interest in this
subject” (Coomaraswamy 2002).
Revelations about the massive scale of sexual violence
committed in the former Yugoslavia (1991-1993;
see, e.g., Swiss and Giller 1993) and the Rwandan
genocide (1994; see, e.g. Human Rights Watch 1996)
created an international push to consider sexual
violence as a problem in its own right, rather than as
a regrettable, but typical, outcome of armed conflict.
Since approximately the mid-1990’s, international
community dialogues on armed conflict and violence
have grappled explicitly with the profound impacts
of sexual violence, both on individual victims and
on their communities. In Colombia, too, women’s
organizations and human rights advocates have
worked to make sexual violence a central theme in
discussions regarding the conflict.

As part of this emerging movement, key actors within
Colombia’s strong network of civil society organizations
have worked—and continue to work—to document
cases of sexual violence by all parties to the conflict,
against both combatants and non-combatants. These
documentation efforts frequently support attempts
to bring prosecutions in national courts or, more
ambitiously, at the International Criminal Court (ICC).
Thus, while these data are extremely rich, they have
not been collected for the purpose of scientific analysis.
They cover only certain geographic areas, and date only
from the mid-1980’s. The number of undocumented
cases is unknown and would be very difficult to infer
(see Chapters 3 and 4). Because we cannot make strong
statistical claims about undocumented cases using the
existing data, and because undocumented cases may
differ systematically from documented cases, we also
cannot make numerical claims about sexual violence
in Colombia as a whole.
State organizations also collect some data relevant to
sexual violence (including crime data, public health
data, and data on populations in vulnerable situations).
Again, however, these data are incomplete and cover
only a limited period. As we discuss in Chapter 2, uneven data gathering efforts by state actors seem to be
associated with more general failures of enforcement
and follow-through on issues surrounding gender in
Colombia. Perhaps more importantly, we find that
within state organizations (as well as within some
NGOs), sexual violence is frequently pigeonholed into
only a few categories. Data on sexual violence, QFS
TF are seldom or never collected by state organizations; instead, when sexual violence is registered it
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appears in the context of public health information,
crime statistics, or domestic violence reporting. Yet
none of these categories accounts adequately for
sexual violenceQFSTF, or for conflict-related sexual
violence as a separate phenomenon. The historical
and institutional context in which data are collected
is considered more extensively in Chapter 2.
Data from direct reports of conflict-related sexual
violence in Colombia are a problematic foundation on
which to build either scientific conclusions or comprehensive policies. The research question motivating this
study—$BOXFVTFJOEJSFDUEBUBUPSFTFBSDIDPOGMJDUSFMBUFE
TFYVBMWJPMFODFJO$PMPNCJB —responds to this problem
by considering other sources of information, namely
the indirect “footprints” of conflict-related sexual
violence in demographic, health or other data. Because
of the far-reaching consequences of sexual violence, we
wished to investigate whether measurements of these
consequences could lead to valid inferences about the
phenomenon itself.
In order to provide an adequate answer to this research
question, we have considered general problems
afflicting any attempt to measure sexual violence,

as well as issues specific to the Colombian context.
In addition, we have attempted to articulate best
practices for the use of indirect data, and have
undertaken a preliminary case study of one potential
indirect data source. As we explain in greater detail
below, we conclude that indirect data should not now
be used as a key source of evidence, but that it may
be an important element of future investigations.
Indeed, a key conclusion of this study is that no
statistical estimate of the magnitude or pattern of
sexual violence in Colombia, including conflict-related
sexual violence, is currently feasible. However, we
identify important opportunities for developing a
substantive research agenda on sexual violence in
Colombia that JODMVEFT quantitative data.
Although it responds to a concrete research question,
situated in a particular location, this report also
considers the role of numerical data in human rights
advocacy more generally. On the one hand, numbers
are incredibly (and increasingly) powerful tools for
advocacy and justice. Numerical arguments speak
truth to power. On the other hand, usable numbers
are difficult to find, and once found, are difficult to
interpret meaningfully.

Project Background
This report is the end result of a nearly yearlong
feasibility study supported by the International
Women’s Program of the Open Society Institute
(OSI). A Colombian non-governmental organization
(NGO), Corporación Punto de Vista (CPdV), formed
a partnership with an American technical advisory
NGO, the Benetech Human Rights Program (HRP), in
order to explore the possibility of using indirect data
to better understand conflict-related sexual violence
in Colombia.
The first phase of the feasibility research consisted
of in-depth interviews with physicians, forensic
1
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anthropologists, jurists, social workers, psychologists,
epidemiologists and academic researchers in political
science. Interview subjects were affiliated with many
organizations, including state institutions, women’s
and other human rights groups, and the academy.
We conducted interviews in Bogotá and three other
Colombian regions: the city of Medellín, the city of
Cali, and the northern region of Montes de María.1
At the interview stage, we chose to explore our focus
regions in depth rather than to attempt a broad
consideration of all efforts to report sexual violence.
We chose as interview subjects experts from a variety

Montes de María is an area in northern Colombia, straddling Sucre and Bolivar departments, in which sexual violence has frequently been reported,
and in which such reports have been strongly contested.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

of fields, each of whom had extensive experience
dealing with sexual violence in his or her professional
capacity. Some respondents focused primarily upon
sexual violence in the context of the internal armed
conflict, whereas others were concerned with sexual
violence more generally.
The second element of the feasibility research was
a review of available literature and data on sexual
violence. First, we surveyed literature on sexual violence
measurement in Colombia and other conflict settings.
These literature reviews emphasized the extent to
which methodological debates on sexual violence
remain unresolved. They allowed us also to consider
the evidentiary basis of many claims regarding sexual
violence, and indicated that many uses of numerical
data on sexual violence overlook or oversimplify the
methodological difficulties associated with analyzing
such data. A second review comprehensively addressed
sexual violence data currently available in Colombia.
In most cases, we obtained data through official writs
for information lodged with state entities. In other

cases, organizations provided their data to us directly
(e.g., Profamilia, Sisma-Mujer, Humanas). Examining
these data collections clarified their construction
as well as the scope and quality of the information
available. Finally, we considered best practices for
the use of indirect data, and examined the possibility
that the use and purchase of abortifacient drugs may
provide clues about the incidence of sexual violence.
Throughout the research project, the research team
engaged interviewees and other stakeholders through
focus group meetings.
As we discuss at greater length later in the report,
no quantitative assessment of sexual violence in
Colombia is possible at this time. Both Benetech
HRP and CPdV researchers strongly emphasize that
the current inability to make statistical claims about
conflict-related sexual violence in Colombia reflects
the extraordinary structural difficulties of gathering
and analyzing quantitative data on sexual violence,
rather than any failure on the part of our Colombian
colleagues and partners.

Key findings and
recommendations
Each of the following points is considered in greater
detail in the chapters that follow. In addition, many
other findings are considered at some length. The
research team considers that the following are the
most important findings and recommendations of
this feasibility study.
t $VSSFOU QPMJUJDBM BOE EPOPS JODFOUJWFT FODPVSBHF
PWFSJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGEBUBUIBUDBOOPUTVQQPSUOVNFSJDBMDMBJNT(See Chapter 2.) Demand for numerical
data on sexual violence in Colombia is very strong.
Advocates, jurists, politicians, journalists, scholars,
preservers of historical memory, doctors and nurses,
and many others demand statistics, for a variety
of reasons. In preparing this feasibility report, the
research team held discussion groups and interviews
with actors interested in the topic of conflict-related

sexual violence. Most interview respondents stated
that accountability imperatives (e.g., criminal
cases), advocacy imperatives (e.g., increased public
awareness) and donor imperatives (e.g., demand for
numerical evidence of problem or solution in order
to receive funding) privilege statistical knowledge
over other types of knowledge, regardless of the
quality of the statistical “knowledge” in question.
t "U QSFTFOU  EJSFDU EBUB PO TFYVBM WJPMFODF  TVDI BT
DBTFSFQPSUTBOETVSWFZT DBOOPUTFSWFBTUIFCBTJT
PGSJHPSPVTDMBJNTBCPVUUIFNBHOJUVEFPSJODJEFODF
PGDPOGMJDUSFMBUFETFYVBMWJPMFODFJO$PMPNCJB(See
Chapter 4.) Policy-makers and advocates report that
they need “hard numbers” or statistical evidence of
the dimensions, characteristics, dynamics, victims
and perpetrators of sexual violence in Colombia.

Corporación Punto de Vista
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However, it must be recognized that basic questions
regarding the nature, magnitude, pattern, variation, perpetrators and effects of wartime sexual
violence cannot yet be answered with scientific
rigor. Stakeholders must also grapple with the fact
that no single dataset, no matter how large, can
accurately assess conflict-related sexual violence
on a population level (see Chapter 3).
t "UQSFTFOU JOEJSFDUEBUBPGTFYVBMWJPMFODF TVDIBT
IFBMUIPSEFNPHSBQIJDJOGPSNBUJPO DBOOPUTFSWFBT
UIFCBTJTPGSJHPSPVTDMBJNTBCPVUUIFNBHOJUVEFPS
JODJEFODFPGTFYVBMWJPMFODFJO$PMPNCJB(See Chapter
5.) The research team investigated a large number
of indirect indicators of sexual violence, including
health data, demographic data, and data regarding
the use or purchase of abortifacient drugs. While
some of this evidence is suggestive, it either (1)

cannot be tied to sexual violence, let alone conflictrelated sexual violence, with certainty; or (2) suffers
from the same biases and incompleteness as the
direct measures.
t %JSFDUBOEJOEJSFDUEBUBSFMBUFEUPTFYVBMWJPMFODFDBO
CFVTFEBTDPNQPOFOUTPGJOWFTUJHBUJPOT QSPWJEFE
UIBU UIPTF JOWFTUJHBUJPOT VTF NVMUJQMF NFUIPET
BOE JOWFTUJHBUF TQFDJGJD  MPDBM IZQPUIFTFT (See
Chapter 5.) Local hypotheses concern a small
and highly specific location or time period. For
example, local advocates might hypothesize
that an increase in the use of grey-market
abortifacients is related to an uptick in sexual
violence. At this level of specificity, and with
many qualifications, quantitative information
might be used to support qualitative data in
testing specific hypotheses.

Plan of the report
This report proceeds in four additional chapters.
Chapter 2 explores the Colombian context further.
It situates current data gathering and data analysis
projects in the context of Colombia’s internal armed
conflict, and outlines the roles that non-government,
government, and international actors play in supporting understanding of conflict-related sexual
violence in Colombia. Next, Chapter 3 takes a step
back to consider problems affecting sexual violence
data collection and analysis more generally. Chapter 4
considers currently available data on sexual violence
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in Colombia in light of the issues raised in Chapter
3. We review datasets from the public health sector,
from law enforcement and the judiciary system,
and from non-governmental organizations, and
we assess the strengths and weaknesses of these
data types. Chapter 5 goes beyond existing data to
consider at greater length the role of indirect data in
building knowledge of sexual violence in Colombia.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we present our conclusions
and recommendations.

Chapter 2

The Colombian context

Data in demand
We have undertaken this largely methodological
study in the Colombian context. For that reason,
we first describe what we believe that context to
be. During the authors’ roundtable discussions
with Colombian analysts and advocates, nearly
all participants expressed a need for quantitative
information: “statistics,” about the “dimensions” or
“characteristics” of sexual violence and its victims,
numerical indicators of “patterns of conduct” by
perpetrators, or similar evidence. Yet basic questions
regarding the nature, magnitude, pattern, variation,
perpetrators and effects of wartime sexual violence
in Colombia remain more or less unknown.
These demands for data echo similar demands
heard around the world. However, the importance
of documenting and understanding wartime sexual
violence has created strong incentives to draw overly
broad inferences from data which, in some instances,
may not be sufficient for such conclusions. This incentive structure does not promote reflective research
practices; the epistemological and methodological
shortcomings of some studies (and, specifically, of
the data underlying these studies) have received little
attention from within the human rights community.1
Statistical claims about the pattern (“systematic”)
1

2

and magnitude (“widespread”) of sexual violence
or any human rights violation demand rigorous
analysis of high-quality data. At this time, no such
analysis is possible, in Colombia or elsewhere. The
available data are simply not sufficient. This is, or
should be, a significant issue for the advocates who
have brought sexual violence to the national agenda
in Colombia.
Unfortunately, women’s and human rights organizations, who have been the driving force behind increased
notice of sexual violence, frequently face skepticism and
hostility regarding reports of sexual violence, from local
communities as well as from civil servants, prosecutors
and judges. As we argue in this report, such reactions
may be rooted in skeptics’ differing interpretations of,
or access to, information. However, given the intense
politicization of data related to violence in Colombia (see,
e.g., Ballesteros et al. 2007 and response in Vivanco 2007;
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 2007),
we wish to note the possibility that politically motivated
critics will seize opportunities to question the validity of
statistical claims regarding sexual violence, the reliability
of the data underlying them, and the methodological
choices supporting them.2 While statistical evidence
is much in demand, we are wary of its vulnerability to

The United Nations Population Fund (Marsh et al. 2006), the World Health Organization (2008), and the Reproductive Health Response in Crises
Consortium, among other organizations, have published guides to researching sexual violence in conflict, but while these guides to methodology
are useful, they fail to discuss the reasoning behind their methodological choices, or the possible consequences of methodological choices more
generally.
This is particularly true in light of the “myths and misconceptions surrounding the risk factors [for sexual violence], the characteristics of victims and
perpetrators [of sexual violence], and the likely effects of such violence” that decision-makers may hold (World Health Organization 2010).
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attack, and wish to highlight opportunities for increased
rigor, which will—we believe—ultimately strengthen
statistical claims.
It is important to note at the outset, however, that
although women’s and human rights groups may have
overinterpreted data in some instances, they have
succeeded in raising a vital issue for the Colombian
civilian population, as well as for the armed groups
engaged in this long war. They argue forcefully that

sexual violence need not be an “inevitable consequence”
of armed conflict, and that armed group leaders must
not expect, and state actors must not allow, impunity
for sexual violence committed during conflict.3 Their
advances have pushed government agencies, the media,
and academic leaders to provide increased documentation, coverage, and analysis of conflict-related sexual
violence. Because of their efforts, victims of sexual
violence have greater access to services now than at
any time in the past.

Increasing awareness
In a key decision on the rights of displaced women, the
Colombian Constitutional Court (2008) stated: “Sexual
violence against women is a common, widespread,
systematic and invisible practice in the context of the
Colombian armed conflict.” Although these claims
about population level patterns of sexual violence are
debatable, they highlight growing public awareness of
sexual violence in the context of Colombia’s internal
armed conflict. Importantly, the Court also recognized
that “patterns of gender violence and discrimination
of a structural nature in Colombian society, which
predate displacement but are exacerbated by the
phenomenon of displacement, are seriously impacting
displaced women.”
This landmark decision was based on information
presented by advocacy organizations, in particular
women’s rights organizations. These voices were
echoed by the international community; officials
such as the Rapporteur on Violence Against Women,
the High Commissioner for Human Rights, and the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights weighed
in. The 2002 report of the United Nations Rapporteur
on Violence against Women (Coomaraswamy 2002)
and the 2004 Amnesty International report4DBSSFE
#PEJFT )JEEFO$SJNFT4FYVBM7JPMFODF"HBJOTU8PNFO
JO"SNFE$POGMJDU (Amnesty International 2004) were
built on a foundation laid by civil society organizations.

3
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Among Colombian NGOs, women’s organizations led
the turn toward consideration of sexual violence as a
crime of war and crime against humanity. For example,
the .FTB EF 5SBCBKP .VKFS Z $POGMJDUP "SNBEP, a
consortium of organizations focused on the Colombian
conflict’s effects on women, publishes annual reports
that have included at least one chapter on sexual
violence for the last decade.
Colombia’s national women’s organizations and networks have all documented, at some level, the problem
of sexual violence. These groups include Sisma-Mujer,
Humanas-Colombia, la Ruta Pacífica de Mujeres
(the Peaceful Road of Women), Iniciativa de Mujeres
Colombianas por la Paz (Colombian Women’s Peace
Initiative), and Casa de la Mujer (Women’s House). At
the regional level as well, several groups have developed
strong networks for reporting on the issue. Among
many others, these groups include the Asociación
Regional de Mujeres del Oriente Antioqueño - (the
Regional Association of Women from East Antioquia,
APROVIACI), Mujeres que Crean (Women Who Create)
y Vamos Mujeres (Let’s Go Women) in Medellín
(Antioquia), Mujer y Futuro (Women and Future) in
Bucaramanga (Santander), la Red Nacional de Mujeres
del Cauca (the National Women Network of Cauca), Sí
Mujer (Yes Woman) in Cali (Valle) and, in the Atlantic
Coast, Narrar para Vivir (Tell to Live) and the Liga de

Academic researchers have also noted the non-inevitability of sexual violence during armed conflict (e.g., Wood 2009).
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Mujeres Desplazadas de Cartagena (the Displaced
Women League of Cartagena).

media sources echo, to an extent, the efforts of NGOs
in their denunciations of impunity.

Following the leadership of women’s organizations
across the country, other human rights organizations
began including sexual violence in their agendas. The
groups include the Colombian Commission of Jurists,
the Jesuit-run Centro de Investigación y Educación
Popular (Center for Research and Popular Education,
CINEP), and the Consultoría para los Derechos
Humanos y el Desplazamiento (the Consultancy for
Human Rights and Displacement, CODHES). CODHES
has published a comparative account of two notorious
massacres, which explicitly relies upon female survivors’
narratives about patterns of sexual violence in its
analysis (CODHES 2010).

Colombia’s academic institutions are important voices
in society and are highly respected. However, although
a number of scholars have investigated human rights
issues, attention to conflict-related sexual violence
within the Colombian academy remains limited. Within
this context, a small but growing group of researchers
has turned its attention to sexual violence issues, particularly in studies on women and land, demobilization
or displacement issues (e.g., Meertens 2000; Londoño
and Nieto 2006; Londoño and Ruiz 2010).

Media outlets, too, have increased their attention
to wartime sexual violence. This is a remarkable
advance. Newspapers (e.g., &M5JFNQP and &M&TQFDUBEPS),
magazines 4FNBOB , and a webpage, VerdadAbierta.
com, have all covered conflict-related sexual violence
in Colombia. &M5JFNQP published an in-depth article
on wartime sexual violence against men, an extremely
sensitive and even taboo topic (&M5JFNQP 2010). These

However, as we describe below, conflict-related sexual
violence does not fit neatly into the conceptual frames
regarding gender, and gender-based violence, that predominate within Colombian institutions. Large-scale
documentation efforts have only recently begun, and
many of these efforts are hampered by the definitions
and preoccupations of earlier policies. Sexual violence
has been viewed as a domestic issue to be dealt with
privately, as a criminal justice problem to be dealt with
legally, or as a public health indicator, but has seldom
been considered as an issue in its own right.

Limited, and limiting,
conceptual frames
What is known, and can be known, about sexual
violence is strongly influenced by the lens, or frame,
through which the phenomenon is perceived and
understood. In Colombia, the conceptualization of
sexual violence has been narrowly understood as
primarily public health, legal or criminal problem,
and the links between sexual violence and other
forms of violence have been insufficiently explored.
This conceptual frame limits broader understandings
of sexual violence occurring in other contexts—for
example, the dynamics of sexual violence associated with armed conflict and other forms of public
violence.

Data on sexual violence in labor, educational, or
healthcare contexts are largely missing, as are cases
in which sexual violence is linked to other criminal
conduct. For example, neither information obtained
from exhumations nor data on disappearances and
homicides systematically indicate whether sexual
violence was also a component of the crime (Interview,
Human Rights Officer, Office in Colombia of the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights, February
2010). Similarly, despite the legal definition of a
“public health event” as an occurrence which “affects
or could affect the health of the population” (Decree
3518, Art. 1, 2006), public health organizations are
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not yet obligated to report incidents of sexual violence
to the Ministry of Social Protection or to the National
Health Institute.4
In short, despite evidence that sexual violence is a
relatively common problem in Colombia, there exists no
national mechanism to report sexual violence as such.
Below, we discuss the drawbacks of existing frames for
reporting, and consider efforts to implement a more
systematic approach.

Sexual violence as domestic violence
In Colombia, sexual violence is generally considered,
and therefore also generally recorded, in the context
of domestic violence; as a phenomenon related to the
country’s QPMJUJDBM conflict, sexual violence has not been
adequately documented or analyzed. Using domestic
violence statistics to analyze sexual violence may lead to
substantial misinterpretations. To take one possibility,
official figures may be skewed toward episodes of sexual
violence that co-occur with other types of domestic
violence. Government statistics indicate that most
sexual assaults occur in or near the victim’s home,
and are committed by previously known persons
or relatives—but these statistics cannot determine
whether SFQPSUFE sexual assaults are representative
of all sexual assaults. It could be the case that many
near-home assaults are reported, while few assaults
occurring in other contexts are reported.5
There is no doubt that sexual violence and other types
of domestic violence (e.g., battering, psychological
abuse, and so on) frequently co-occur, or that domestic
sexual violence is common in Colombia and should
be considered “an endemic pathology” (Interview,
Oriéntame, Bogotá, January 2010). However, researchers hoping to fully understand sexual violence in
Colombia must look beyond the domestic context,

4
5
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and consider the relationship between the frames
that guide data gathering processes and the patterns
that appear in the resulting data. Even XJUIJO the
domestic context, the extent to which armed conflict
affects ostensibly “private” violence is unknown, and
has not been a major focus of research.
It is difficult to analyze, or even obtain, data on nondomestic perpetration of sexual violence. Since 2007,
the Colombian National Institute of Legal Medicine and
Forensic Science (*OTUJUVUP/BDJPOBMEF.FEJDJOB-FHBM
Z$JFODJBT'PSFOTFT, INML) has included armed actors
as a perpetrator category (see Table 4.1)—yet INML
perpetrator categories have varied so considerably
that over-time comparisons may be impossible. Cases
occurring before 2007 record all non-domestic sexual
violence as having been perpetrated by “other(s)” or
“unknown,” clearly an unsatisfactory basis for analysis.
However, even perpetrator recategorization cannot
fully account for the relationship of sexual violence
to conflict. A perpetrator’s membership in an armed
group is not sufficient to prove that a given episode of
sexual violence is “conflict-related”; likewise, the fact of
perpetration by non-combatants does not necessarily
identify sexual violence as non-conflict-related. (See
Chapter 3 for further discussion of this issue.)

Sexual violence as a legal issue
The 1991 Colombian Constitution specifically recognizes equal rights between men and women, and
prohibits discrimination against women: “Women
and men have equal rights and opportunities. Women
may not be subjected to any kind of discrimination”
(Art. 43). National legislation has also begun to address violence against women. These laws recognize
rights and identify crimes, but most have not been
implemented, and none has created significant new
sources of information about sexual violence.

Some municipalities report sexual violence statistics, but they do so at their own initiative, not in response to institutional mandates or requirements.
Examples of such official figures include those of the Colombian National Institute of Forensic and Legal Medicine (INML). Other studies (e.g.,
those of Profamilia, considered in Chapter 4) also find this pattern.
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Law 1257, passed in December 2008, extends Article
43 protections to specifically address violence against
women. According to a January 2010 Presidential
Decree, this Law is intended to guide policies that will
guarantee “a life free from violence in the public, as well
as in the private, sphere” to every Colombian woman
(Decree 164, 2010). Law 1257 formally recognizes
sexual violence as one form of gender-based violence
that affects women. However, the Law has not yet
received either funding or administrative support
for its implementation. It remains dead letter as a
national policy, and is only unevenly applied at the
regional level.6
Similarly, Presidential Decree 164 created an interinstitutional roundtable with the lofty goal of “eradicat[ing]
violence against women” (Decree 164, 2010), but
the roundtable has yet to take concrete policy steps.
Criminal law has also attempted to address sexual
violence. Law 360 (1997) recognized sexual violence
committed against a spouse or against a person with
whom the accused cohabited or fathered a child as
a criminal offense; further, it established special
processes within the criminal justice system for victims
of sexual violence in order to guarantee victims’ rights
to privacy, dignity and care (Humanas 2009). Law 599
(2000) specifically addressed rape and violent sexual
conduct in the context of armed conflict; in addition,
Law 599 defined forced prostitution as an element of
the crime of genocide.
The Constitutional Court’s ruling in "VUP 092 (2008)
highlighted the importance of “[protecting] fundamental rights of women victims of forced displacement
caused by the internal armed conflict” and recognized
the disproportionate impact of forced displacement
on women. More importantly for the purposes of this
study, the Court stated that “sexual violence, sexual
exploitation or sexual abuse in the context of the armed
conflict” presented a serious risk to displaced women.
It referred 183 cases to the Prosecutor General’s Office

6

and the Procurator General’s Office for investigation.
The Court’s ruling generated a renewed interest among
civil society organizations in studying sexual violence
and its relation to displacement.
As we describe in more detail below in Chapter 4,
official data on sexual violence in Colombia are strongly
affected by this legal framework, both because it
privileges information-gathering geared toward judicial
proceedings, and because it discourages reporting by
victims and witnesses who may not want to become
entangled in judicial proceedings. Abortion data provide
a telling example of the entanglement of legal issues
and reporting issues. Since a 2006 Constitutional
Court decision, rape victims may legally seek abortion,
on the condition that a legal complaint has been filed
(Decision C-355, 2006). Some health care providers
also demand an official forensic report from women
seeking abortion, although it is not clear that this is
legally required. As a consequence of these reporting
requirements, at least some women who wish to seek
an abortion likely do not. Legal, reported abortions
are rare in Colombia. The Prosecutor General’s Office
recently reported 125 abortions legally obtained
following rape between 2007 and 2009, out of a
total of 461 legal abortions (Office of the Procurator
General 2010: 177). This approach is understandable.
However, legal mandates have little bearing on behavior
when they are not supported by practical resources.
Legal protection mechanisms are largely inoperative
in the context of sexual violence. For example, many
interviewees emphasized that physicians may not
include information on sexual violence in reports
to the government, fearing in-volvement in judicial
proceedings much more than the (nonexistent) penalties for failure to report.
Policy initiatives that might strengthen EF GBDUP
implementation of Colombia’s EF KVSF protections
remain underfunded and fragmented, belying the bold
pronouncements of various laws, policies and rulings.

Similar legislative actions have been promulgated concerning child rights (Law 1098, 2006) and human trafficking (in particular, Law 985 of 2005;
see Humanas 2009).
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In 2010, the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights (UNHCHR) reported that “despite
significant efforts by the Attorney General to train
his personnel and create special investigative units,
impunity for acts of sexual violence remains widespread”
(OHCHR, 2010). Viewed through this lens, efforts to
decrease sexual violence via the Colombian legal system
appear unlikely to be successful in the near term. Perhaps
more importantly, applying legal definitions and
priorities to broader documentation efforts is analytically risky. Data obtained by coding legal reports are
necessarily constrained by legally recognized categories
and goals. Moreover, a legal approach often privileges
case-by-case un-derstandings of sexual violence, to the
detriment of the broader picture.

Toward a more systematic approach
Sexual violence is a complex social phenomenon,
related in complex ways to a multitude of similarly
complex cultural and social factors. As a consequence,
direct information about sexual violence is limited by
the domestic violence and legal frameworks described
above. Considering sexual violence as a phenomenon
deserving study in its own right requires adopting a
systematic approach that considers sexual violence as
a phenomenon in its own right, and which identifies
and analyzes cases beyond those reportable through
domestic violence or law enforcement sources.
During the past two to three years, at the urging
of women’s and human rights organizations and
with the assistance of the international community,
key state actors and institutions in Colombia (e.g.,
the Ombudsman’s office, the Constitutional Court,
prosecutors, judges and individual Congresswomen)
have pushed for more comprehensive action on genderbased violence. Some of these efforts resulted in
documentation efforts.
Several local initiatives stand out. In Cali (department
of Valle), the Health Department has created a Domestic
7
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Violence Observatory. Starting in 2009, institutions
in the region have been obliged to report all sexual
violence to the Observatory. In one neighborhood
of Cali, an inter-institutional committee was established to provide comprehensive care to victims of
sexual violence. However, the information gathered
through the committee is different from case to case;
moreover, information-sharing between the ostensibly
“cooperating” institutions has been incomplete. In
Medellín (department of Antioquia), the municipal
government participates actively in the Comprehensive
Care Center for Victims of Sexual Violence (CAIVAS,7
in its Spanish acronym), which itself has encouraged
more comprehensive attention to sexual violence.
However, because such projects remain unsupported by
a coherent policy at the national or even departmental
level, most are local in scope.
Both national and local initiatives are greatly affected
by gender stereotypes and sex discrimination, which
permeate institutions at all levels of government. These
problems influence the development and execution of
legislation, policies and programs; in addition, they
cause serious reporting issues, including the failure
or refusal to recognize sexual violence as such. For
example, an Acción Social civil servant interviewed
for this project asserted that it would be difficult to
distinguish cases of sexual violence from acts provoked
by “women’s attraction towards uniforms” (Interview,
April 2010). In Sincelejo (Sucre), an attorney with the
Care Center for Victims of Sexual Violence (CAVAS, by
its Spanish acronym)—whose responsibilities include
advising survivors of sexual violence—flatly stated that
abortion was illegal in Colombia, without exception.
Gender discrimination plays a role in blocking systematic
data collection on sexual violence in Colombia, and
vice versa: unsystematic data collection, by masking
the true dynamics and extent of sexual violence, plays
a role in continued gender discrimination. Viewing
sexual violence only as a domestic violence or legal
issue stands in the way of accurate understandings;
more importantly, it impedes prevention efforts.

Note that CAIVAS, described here, is not the same as CAVAS, described below.
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Chapter 3

Data on Sexual Violence:
challenges and opportunities

A key goal of any human rights data analysis is a
comprehensive understanding of the relationship
between SFQPSUFE human rights violations and UPUBM
human rights violations (i.e., between the data and the
broader universe of all human rights violations that
have occurred). While describing the available data
is a key element of the analyst’s work, systematically
considering potential problems with the data is yet
more important. In general, investigating human rights
violations presents many methodological difficulties
(see, e.g., discussions in Swiss and Jennings 2006,
Spirer and Ball 2000). Until recently, nearly all attempts
to measure human rights violations quantitatively
have focused on fatal violations in isolation, because
lethal violence is simpler to measure than non-lethal
violence. Measuring conflict-related sexual violence is
among the most difficult enterprises in human rights
research, as we describe later in this chapter. In order
to make valid numerical claims, sexual violence must
be measured accurately.
Sexual violence, particularly sexual violence related
to conflict, is a classic FMVTJWFQIFOPNFOPO. An elusive
phenomenon is one that is both rare and unevenly

distributed with respect to the population. Because they
are rare and unevenly distributed, elusive phenomena
may not appear in a random sample of a given population. Additionally, unlike death, sexual violence has
no universally understood definition. It is frequently
seen as shameful; consequently, many victims do not
self-report. Those who do report often face retaliation or shunning. Data gathering practices on sexual
violence may disregard local communities’ cultural
and gender norms, causing unintended consequences
for both respondents and data gatherers. Moreover,
distinguishing between conflict-related sexual violence
and other sexual violence is not straightforward. For
these reasons and more, when data on sexual violence
are available, such data may be nearly impossible to
interpret accurately.
In this section, we step back briefly from the specifics
of the Colombian conflict to consider issues that
affect all investigations of conflict-related sexual
violence, from defining “data” (Section 3.1), to general
measurement challenges (Section 3.2), to the specific
benefits and drawbacks of particular data collection
methodologies (Section 3.3).

Defining “data”
Quantitative data is any information that is susceptible
to numerical measurement, whether by counting
incidents (“100 homicides”) or by obtaining a numerical
measure on a scale (“she got a 90 out of 100 on her test”).
In our consideration of quantitative data on human
rights topics, including sexual violence, we typically will
be referring to incident counts, which we refer to as

“count data,” that is, information from which individual
events (such as rapes) can be counted. Survey results,
administrative records, national vital statistics services,
qualitative narratives, Truth Commission testimonies,
and legal case files—among many others—can all be
sources of quantitative data.
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In order to transform qualitative information to
quantitative data, sources must be DPEFE in order to
derive counts and other information in a way that
represents the qualitative account correctly. In order
to be systematic, a coding process must include several
key elements. First, it must recognize the possibility
that every incident of violence may have multiple
victims and multiple perpetrators. In addition, each
victim may have suffered one or more violations.
These may be different types of violence, or they may
be repeated incidents of the same type of violence
(e.g., repeated torture or sexual violence). If data are
coded as “incidents” or as individual victims, the data
collection may actually discard important information
(Ball 1996, 2007).
The second requirement of systematic data collection
is that codings must be consistent and reliable. 1
In order for codings to be reliable, all coders must
independently and consistently apply the same codes,
whether those codes identify acts, victims, or any
other part of a report. A tool to reinforce coding reliability is the DPOUSPMMFEWPDBCVMBSZ. These are carefully
developed, usually mutually exclusive, categories that
should be recognizable to all coders. For example,
a controlled vocabulary on types of sexual violence
should include definitions of rape, sexual torture, and
gang rape (among other types) that are consistently
distinguishable by observation. To ensure accurate
representation of the data, each coder must produce

extremely similar results. The production of equal
results by multiple coders is known as JOUFSSBUFS
SFMJBCJMJUZ (IRR) (see, e.g., Silva 2002).
We refer to data that were not intended for quantitative
research, but are quantifiable, as “found data.” (Found
data is often also indirect data, in that it measures
a proxy for violence rather than violence itself.) For
example, Ball et al. (2002) coded over 600 pages of
hand-written records found at the Kosovo-Albania
border in order to derive an estimate of the number of
Kosovar Albanians fleeing Serbian violence. In Chad,
Human Rights Watch workers gathered thousands
of abandoned documents, which Ball and colleagues
coded to create a numerical dataset that counted
the number of memos directed to the President of
Chad (versus other officials). This research helped
strengthen claims about the President’s control over
a prison system in which political prisoners died at a
rate triple that of the nation as a whole (Silva, Klingner
and Weikart 2010).
Regardless of the type of data collected, sexual violence presents a number of serious challenges to any
investigator. Far more than other types of violence,
sexual violence data are prone to multiple types of
bias, including bias resulting from serious definitional
issues. Moreover, gathering data on sexual violence
is associated with serious ethical issues. We discuss
these general problems below.

Measurement challenges
Many factors contribute, individually or in concert,
to the extraordinary difficulty of studying sexual
violence in general, and conflict-related sexual violence
in particular. Beginning from our initial research
question on the use of indirect data, the research team
determined that it would be necessary to explore other
efforts to use quantitative data in the study of wartime
1
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sexual violence. This detailed review allowed us to
recognize the promise, as well as the limitations, of such
efforts, and to reflect on how these limitations affect
what we know regarding the nature, characteristics,
pattern, and prevalence of sexual violence. Next, we
consider several measurement challenges that affect
sexual violence data particularly acutely.

In statistical terminology, “reliability” refers to the likelihood that repeated measurements of the phenomenon of interest would produce the same
results. A complementary concept, “validity,” assesses the extent to which the measurement is related to the phenomenon of interest, as opposed
to a subset of the phenomenon or another phenomenon altogether. Measurements may be reliable, valid, both, or neither.
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Biased samples
Within this section, and elsewhere in this study, we
frequently refer to CJBT. Bias comes in many forms, but
for our purposes let us define bias non-technically, as
the difference between a sample measurement (e.g., the
number ofSFQPSUFE cases of sexual violence) and the
true population value, that is, the real but unknowable
number of cases of sexual violence in the population.
In quantitative analysis, bias is of particular concern
when it affects different portions of the population
differently. For example, it may be that doctors in
(hypothetical) Hospital A diligently record every
possible patient who may have suffered rape. However,
doctors in (hypothetical) Hospital B for some reason
decide not to fill out the paper-work. This may be
because doctors in Hospital A have systematically
better administrative support and are therefore better
able to manage documentation (perhaps because
Hospital A is relatively wealthy). Alternatively, because
doctors in Hospital B might be closer to a conflict
zone, they might be intensely concerned to avoid
entanglement in legal proceedings or reprisals from
perpetrators. They therefore do not want to be linked
to any possible prosecution, and so they systematically
disregard reporting requirements regarding sexual
assault. If either such an imbalance occurs, a statistical
comparison of the rape prevalence between the two
hospitals will be deeply misleading. It would falsely show
that there are more rapes in the region surrounding
Hospital A than in the analogous region near Hospital
B, but this incorrect finding would be the effect of bias.
A primary concern for researchers of sexual violence is
TBNQMJOHCJBT. Sampling bias occurs when the subjects
measured (e.g., women who arrive at a given clinic
for care) are not representative of the population of
interest (e.g., all women in a particular area). When a
sample is biased (for example, when the “sample” only
includes the women who came to the clinic), statistics
that describe the sample (e.g., “50% of the women at
clinic X reported experiencing sexual violence”) cannot
be generalized to the population of interest (e.g.,“50%
of women in region Y suffered sexual violence”). For

example, it may be that women who live closer to the
clinic are more likely to come to the clinic; but perhaps
these nearby women also are better covered by police
patrols. Women farther from the clinic may more
frequently suffer rape, but less frequently appear at
the clinic because transportation is too difficult for
them. A research study based on clinic records would
inaccurately find that regions nearby the clinic have
a higher prevalence of rape than regions farther from
the clinic. Numerous types of bias exist, and may
affect surveys. Sampling bias is a concept often used
in survey research, where sample construction can
seriously affect results. Clearly, data gathered entirely
VOTZTUFNBUJDBMMZ are by their nature deeply subject to
sampling bias.
Samples may also be biased by the level of training,
ethnicity, sex, or other characteristics of interviewers
or survey enumerators. For example, in a nationwide
survey, if survey enumerators (workers who ask
questions of survey respondents) were better-trained
in one location than another, then these locations
may appear to be experiencing different amounts of
violence, even when the amounts are actually the same.

Stigma and silence
All forms of data on sexual violence suffer from some
level of reporting bias. Some women may be more
likely to report than others. For example, if urban,
educated women are more likely to report sexual
violence, then it may appear from the data that urban
women suffered more sexual violence, when in fact
the observation is the result of different rates of
reporting. In thinking about various collections of
data, it is helpful to consider what types of bias may
be affecting statistics, and whether or not those biases
can be ruled out.
Sexual violence is frequently associated with silence. In
Colombia, victims’ reluctance to report has often been
used to justify inaction. The lack of testimonies and
direct data has been considered a nearly insurmountable
obstacle to gaining knowledge of sexual violence.
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This section addresses the silence of the victims.
However, silence on the part of victims is far from
the only major obstacle to data completeness; indeed,
victims’ silence is often enforced by weak reporting
mechanisms, unenthusiastic monitoring, or other
structural conditions that (unevenly) limit data that
flows into quantitative analysis.
Many factors discourage victims from discussing their
suffering with neighbors, doctors, police, social workers,
human rights activists, survey researchers, or others.
For example, in some places, sexual practices recognized
as violence elsewhere may be culturally accepted;
this may lead victims to minimize the importance
or the abusive character of the acts. Consequently,
individuals do not recognize themselves as victims of
sexual violence. One survey asked interview subjects
about incentives and disincentives in denouncing
domestic violence. The responses reflect a tendency
to minimize the relevance and consequences of the
acts: 23% reported that they did not consider the acts
“serious” (ENDS 2005: 344).
Even in highly developed peacetime contexts such as the
US criminal justice system, a majority of rape victims
do not report their experiences to law enforcement
or other authorities; many do not even disclose an
experience of sexual violence in the context of a
confidential survey investigation (e.g., Koss et al.
1993, Fisher 2009, Cook et al. 2011). Indeed, many
college women in the US whose experiences constitute
sexual violence do not, themselves, identify it as such
(Koss et al. 1993).
What we have described as victims’ “silence” is
known technically as EJTDMPTVSFbias. Disclosure bias
is different from TFMFDUJPO bias, which we discuss
more thoroughly below. Disclosure bias (also known
as “fear of disclosure bias,” cf. Biemer and Lyberg
2003: 145) occurs when respondents fear disclosure
of their full and honest answer, and hence edit their
responses.
The cost of disclosure varies in significant but unpredictable ways among victims of sexual violence. For
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example, in communities in which public gang rapes
occurred, there is no additional cost of disclosure,
because respondents’ status as rape victims are already
known to neighbors who witnessed the event. If,
on the other hand, most rapes occurred in private,
victims may have the option to keep the incidents
secret, protecting themselves against subsequent
stigma. From the analyst’s perspective, this means that
reporting rates may vary with the NPEVTPQFSBOEJ of
the perpetrator, creating an unmeasurable but critical
bias in the relative proportions of public versus private
sexual violence.
Victims may also have well-founded concerns that their
lives could become considerably worse by disclosing
that they have been raped. They may rightly fear
criticism or rejection by partners, family or community;
they may recognize that the police and prosecutors
are unlikely to be sympathetic, or even if they are,
the probability of justice is low; they may not know
how to approach the justice system; they may know
that there is some chance that the perpetrators will
retaliate against them (or their families) if they speak
out. Victims must weigh these and many other factors
as part of their reasoned decisions about whether to
report sexual violence.
We note explicitly that the factors that victims
consider as they decide whether or not to disclose
what has happened to them may be very different
for victims in different communities. For example,
women from certain language groups or religious
groups that predominate in one region may be less
likely to report, while women from other language
or religious groups predominant in a different region
might be less constrained by cultural factors. A study
comparing the northern and southern regions would
therefore find that there is “more” rape in the south
than in the north. However, this finding would tell us
about who is willing to talk about rape — not about
who has actually suffered it. The complex motivations
and counter-motivations to talk about sexual violence
create a heterogenous and probably unmeasurable
pattern of disclosure bias facing any quantitative
study of rape.
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Silence is not uniform. Many courageous victims choose
to speak about their suffering. While many factors
contribute to silence surrounding sexual violence, many
other factors encourage openness and voice. In some
countries, there are active programs that incentivize
victims to report sexual violence, for example, by
providing medical service gratis to victims; the same
service may be very expensive to people who are not
victims. Certainly many victims who would otherwise
remain silent are motivated by this incentive to report
the abuse they suffered. There may also be some people
who choose to falsely report that they are victims of
sexual violence in order access services that would
otherwise be inaccessible.
Any quantitative analysis of sexual violence will be
heavily influenced, even determined, by the immensely
complex combination of factors which influence each
victim’s decision about whether it is to her benefit to
report or conceal the violence done to her.

The structural enforcement of silence
“Silence” is too easy an explanation. While responsibility for silences around sexual violence is easily
placed on the victims of sexual violence, families,
communities and local elites (e.g., health professionals, forensic doctors, judges, prosecutors, among
others) also play a key role creating silences. At every
reporting stage, information can be lost. As suggested
in the example above and substantiated in several
interviews, health data are often incomplete because
health professionals are reluctant to complete the
required forms, or to inquire beyond what patients
initially say or show.
For example, a community with a well-organized
sexual violence prevention and outreach program
linked with sympathetic, competent police and
forensic investigators and an aggressive prosecutor
may get a higher proportion of victims demanding
justice than a community where these organizations
are less helpful. Ironically, a quantitative study would

find that the first community has “more” rape than
the second because reporting rates are likely to be
higher there. Furthermore, even if a study were
a probability-sample survey unconnected to the
justice process, victims in the first community would
be more likely already to have reported their cases
to various sympathetic and supportive others. In
general, victims in a community where they know
there is support would be more comfortable talking
about their cases relative to victims in the second
community. Consequently, a survey would inadvertently and unknowingly reproduce the bias already
evident in convenience sample studies of reported
cases. In the worst case, the survey might claim that
the consistency with convenience sample evidence
corroborated the survey results. The earlier-described
example comparing two hypothetical hospitals is
another mechanism by which structural reporting
factors could create apparent but false differences
in rape prevalence rates.
Many organizations in Colombia work to make the
structural conditions underlying lack of reporting
more visible. These conditions include impunity,
lack of political will, entrenched domestic violence,
abusive sexual practices in society and discrimination
against women. Advocates have proposed new
policies and structural changes to create space for
victims to report sexual violence and seek assistance.
Such policy decisions may alter victims’ reporting
decisions.
Despite even the best conditions, in an unknown but
probably substantial fraction of all cases, victims keep
their secrets. Analysts and researchers should always
remember that victims know best how to manage the
danger of disclosure to survive in their communities.
They may have made conscious decisions to keep
their experience private. Simply insisting on more
testimonies places pressure on victims—and does little
to mitigate the biases inherent in unsystematically
gathered data. We return to this serious problem
below in section 3.2.7.
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Definitional issues: What is “sexual violence”?
-JOHVJTUJDQSBDUJDFTMFBEUPTFMFDUJWFBNOFTJB CZFMJNJOBUJOH
DFSUBJOFMFNFOUTPGUIFQBTUBOEUIFQSFTFSWJOHPUIFST
—Reed Hurtado 2010:103, citing Stanley Cohen, 4UBUFT PG
%FOJBM ,OPXJOH "CPVU "USPDJUJFT BOE 4VGGFSJOH (Cambridge,
Polity Press, 243)”

The World Health Organization (WHO) has defined
“sexual violence” as “any sexual act, attempt to obtain a
sexual act, unwanted sexual comments or advances, or
acts to traffic, or otherwise directed, against a person’s
sexuality using coercion, by any person regardless
of their relationship to the victim, in any setting,
including but not limited to home and work” (WHO
2002:149). However, within this very broad definition,
there exists considerable latitude for interpretation
of what “really” constitutes sexual violence. Although
rape is the most common form of sexual violence
discussed,2 the term also encompasses a broad set
of acts of violence which, by one definition, impinge
on “the intimacy, the sexuality, and the reproductive
organs of the persons...as well as the affective and
erotic relations that they have or want to establish”
(Humanas 2009:39).
Both components of the term—“sexual” and “violence”—may have very different connotations over
time, cultures, or regions. For example, when conducting interviews with survivors or service providers,
questions are generally phrased in the appropriate
local vernacular, which may or may not accurately
represent the definition of sexual violence actually
under consideration. Leiby notes, for example, that the
legal definition of rape influenced how testimonials
were classified in the Peruvian Truth Commission;
survivors who were forced to marry their rapist were
not seen as victims of rape, and male victims of
sexual abuse were commonly viewed as victims of

2
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torture, rather than sexual violence (Leiby 2009). In
the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), the World
Health Organization found that sexual violence for
which no witness would testify to the use of force was
not recorded as such, even when the victim reported
the assault directly (Marsh et al. 2006).
Ways of speaking about sexual violence also vary
considerably from place to place, time to time, and
group to group. Indeed, many languages do not have a
direct translation for rape (Smith 2006: 13). Culturally
appropriate translations are vital to ensuring that
respondents understand exactly what is being asked,
and that they answer truthfully (Marsh et al., 2006:
9). In attempting to avoid such misinterpretations,
some investigations on sexual violence have left the
definition of “sexual violence” vague, to be interpreted
by the respondent (e.g., Vinck et al. 2008: 34; Nduna
and Goodyear 1997; Adhikari et al. 2007). However,
later studies have shown that, at least in some contexts,
this tactic does not lead to increased reporting (Fisher
2009). Moreover, statistics derived from different
definitions of sexual violence cannot and should not
be compared with one another.
Creating an incident description by asking about
specific actions, rather than using vague or contested
terms, is one way to mitigate this problem. Swiss et
al. (1998) and Swiss and Jennings (2006) endorse
the use of focus group discussions among survivors
to determine appropriate working vocabularies for
sexual violence and its effects. In Liberia, the Swiss
et al. research team observed that women did not
use the term “rape;” rather, they talked about “forced
sex” and other specific acts of sexual coercion (Swiss
et al. 1998: 626). In medical surveys, specific acts
constituting sexual violence are frequently discussed
alongside other, unrelated, specifics, a tactic that has
proven effective at gathering comparable data.

Farr, in a comparative review of findings on sexual violence, notes that the terms “sexual violence,” “sexual assault” and “rape” are used interchangeably
(Farr 2009: 4); see also Leiby 2009: 83.
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Further definitional issues: which sexual
violence is “conflict-related”?
In some settings, conflict dynamics indicate precise
differences between conflict-related and non conflictrelated sexual violence. The Central African Republic
case now before the International Criminal Court is one
such case. Here, a high incidence of rape and other acts
of sexual violence, perpetrated by armed individuals,
appears to have been “a central feature of the conflict”
in 2002-2003 (ICC Office of the Prosecutor 2007),
and was clearly associated with armed groups, rather
than with non-combatant perpetrators. This clarity
is reinforced by the fact that the perpetrators came
to villages only for a short while, to commit violent
acts, and then left. Some types of associated conduct
may also connect sexual violence unambiguously
with a conflict. Its use by military personnel during
military operations, such as attacks, massacres, looting,
detentions or kidnappings, forced displacement, and
other military actions is a clear example.
However, these clear cases are rare, relative to the
total amount of sexual violence perpetrated during,
and therefore potentially associated with, armed
conflict. Occasionally, the NPEVTPQFSBOEJ of the crimes
provides a clue: for example, gang rape and public sexual
violence are frequently associated with wartime rape
(e.g., Cohen 2010). The population targeted and the
identity of the perpetrator(s) may also prove useful.
Qualitative data and research methods are essential
as researchers make such distinctions.
Demographic inquiries frequently employ a counterfactual measurement strategy as they determine
which violence is “conflict-related” and which is not;
in this sense, counterfactual refers to an argument
of the form “what would have happened to violence
(homicide, mortality in general, rape, etc.) had there
been no conflict?” This technique has been used
notably to measure “excess mortality” in Cambodia

3

(Heuveline 1998) and Timor-Leste (Silva and Ball
2007). The notion of “excess” in “excess mortality”
refers to deaths exceeding the amount which would
have been observed if pre-war patterns had continued (i.e., if the counterfactual condition had held).
Implicitly, demographers consider the pre-conflict
level to represent a “normal” baseline, and assume
that the measured excess deaths are “conflict-related.”3
If baseline levels of sexual violence were known—they
are not—this type of measurement strategy could be
quite effective. Furthermore, debates about conflictrelated excess mortality have often turned on precisely
the point that choosing the baseline may involve
substantial political assumptions, either because there
is no meaningful pre-conflict data, or because such
data are for some reason inappropriate. In mortality
studies, changing the baseline can change the estimate
of excess mortality by a factor of two or three (see
Human Security Report 2010). The possibility of
counterfactual measurement of sexual violence would
be an incentive to determine baseline levels, but
definitionally-accepted and politically-neutral baseline
measures of sexual violence do not currently exist for
any country, and are unlikely to be created.

Is there a “best” time to collect data?
Most quantitative studies of sexual violence in armed
conflict take place in a post-conflict setting after
institutions such as humanitarian and relief entities
are installed in the region, and hospitals and refugee
camps have been established to aid the transition to
peace (Nduna and Goodyear 1997: 4; Ochieng 2005:
4). These institutions are critical to ensuring safe
access to respondents and other data. Investigations
concurrent to the crisis —“rapid assessments” of
gender-based violence, as they have been termed
by UN agencies—typically serve the general goal of
documenting that an emergency situation exists.

But note that studies of excess mortality can be quite contentious. For example, consider recent debates over findings on excess mortality in Iraq
(Roberts et al. 2004, Burnham et al. 2006, Giles 2007, Guha-Sapir and Degomme 2007).
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Brief interviews with victims and humanitarian observers frequently form the basis of “rapid assessment”
analyses. For example, USAID conducted an overall
assessment of sexual violence and programmatic
responses in the DRC using narratives gathered from
human rights groups, hospital records, and interviews
with representatives in 2004. For the authors of
the report, a rapid assessment of the existence and
observed patterns of sexual violence was more relevant
to policy and program decisions than a statistical
determination of prevalence. In the earliest stages
of a transition, they state, “survivors need most to
be helped, not counted” (USAID 2004). Jennings
and Swiss (2000: 3) argue against waiting for full
needs assessments before programs are deployed,
stating that “the protracted nature of many of these
conflicts...makes it irresponsible to wait until the
conflict is over and it is ‘safe’ to set up much-needed
programs for women who could have benefited from
them earlier.” At the same time, they acknowledge
that rapid assessments are generally less precise than
in-depth surveys implemented in consultation with
local stakeholders.
A second argument for rapid assessment is failure
of memory, usually referred to as “declining recall”:
survivors may be less likely to remember or divulge
their experiences of sexual violence after conflicts
have ended. In addition to recall issues, Jennings and
Swiss observe (2000: 3): “people who have experienced
rape and sexual coercion during war are less and less
willing to discuss them as time passes. Some women
feel that they want to put the past behind them and
avoid talking about their experiences during a war
that is finally over.” But the opposite may also be
true. In some conflicts, women are more likely to
report sexual violence as time passes and the danger
of reporting decreases.
Researchers must also consider tradeoffs related to
the length of the study period itself. Due to the stigma
associated with sexual violence, data collection requiring direct information from respondents generally
occurs within a matter of weeks. As study periods
increase, enumerators have more contact with local
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populations, and the likelihood that the purpose of
the survey will be revealed increases. Hynes (2003)
notes that during a Reproductive Health Response
in Crises Consortium (RHRC) study of gender-based
violence in Timor-Leste, participation declined when
interviewers remained in an area for more than a
day. Hynes attributed reduced rates of participation
to respondent fear of exposure as a victim of sexual
violence. Unfortunately, extremely short study periods
also have drawbacks: shorter study periods typically
do not include time for researchers to build trust
within a community under study, making accurate
and complete reporting significantly less likely.

Research ethics: Can data-gatherers adequately respect and protect respondents?
The considerations outlined above concern the capacity
of research to inform us about patterns and magnitudes
of sexual violence. However, sexual violence researchers
must grapple not only with the analytical implications
of response bias and stigma, but with their social,
emotional, physical, economic and other costs to
respondents.
Some researchers have observed that respondents generally feel afraid to identify perpetrators, particularly
if the perpetrators still reside in the same community
or hold positions of authority. In 1993, the UN Special
Rapporteur for the Situation in Yugoslavia commented
(Mazowiecki 1993):
.BOZXPNFOXJMMOPUUBMLBCPVUUIFJSFYQFSJFODFPGSBQF
GPSGFBSPGSFQSJTBMT.BOZXPNFOJOUFSWJFXFECZUIF
UFBNPGFYQFSUTQFSTPOBMMZLOFX PSLOFXUIFOBNFTPG 
UIFNFOXIPIBESBQFEUIFN4PNFXFSFSFMVDUBOUUP
UFMMUIFFYQFSUTUIFOBNFTPGUIFQFSQFUSBUPSTCFDBVTF
PGGFBSGPSUIFJSPXOBOEUIFJSGBNJMZTTBGFUZ

Swiss and her co-authors (1998: 629) observed that
respondents may have been open to participating in
a Liberian survey because the study was framed as a
public health investigation, as opposed to a survey
on human rights, and did not discuss perpetrators.
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Our Colombian interviewees also noted increased
participation when perpetrator data were not collected.
In weighing the risks and benefits of requesting perpetrator information, Jennings and Swiss (2000:4)
advise researchers to consider whether ex-combatants
or likely perpetrators still live in the community to
be investigated. If so, they advise against surveys or
other investigations that may identify perpetrators. If
identifying perpetrators is central to the mission of the
survey, researchers may use other precautions in order
to ensure the protection of respondents. The World
Health Organization (WHO) Multi-Country Survey
on Domestic Violence, for example, elected not to
interview men, in part because this would have alerted
possible perpetrators to the nature of the study and the
questions being asked (García Moreno et al. 2005: 7).
Ensuring the privacy of the interview setting is also
particularly important when investigating perpetrators
of sexual violence. Amowitz et al. (2002) noted that
the lack of privacy during household interviews in
Sierra Leone may have caused underreporting of
sexual violence, particularly sexual violence committed
by family members. The RHRC methodology, by
contrast, requires respondents to visit a location
outside the home for interviewing after “locators”
visit the household to invite women to be interviewed.
Though the visibility of the survey increased due to
this two-stage approach, the actual questions and
responses were kept private, arguably increasing the
response rate and accuracy of the data (e.g. RHRC
2006: 27). In Liberia, Swiss, et al. interviewed women
in marketplaces and high schools, in addition to
households. While the marketplace group discussions
regarding sexual violence had a low response rate, the
high school interviews had more success because the
selection of interviewees were done by public lottery,
with no stigma attached to which women were chosen
for interviews (Swiss et al. 1998: 627).
Survey researchers who defend their interview practices
argue strongly that they work to protect the anonymity of their interview subjects, and especially, the
confidentiality of the respondents’ answers. In this

sense, they are trying to lower the cost of disclosure, and
thereby increase the respondents’ willingness to speak
fully (see Johnson et al. 2010). However, considering
the situation from the respondents’ point of view,
although the researchers’ efforts may reduce their risk,
the risk is not zero. Furthermore, while the respondents
may have little to lose by disclosing this sensitive
information (besides possible retraumatization, see
below), respondents may have nothing to gain, either.
Although asking about perpetrators (whether strangers
or family members) can be useful in measuring patterns
of sexual violence, these types of questions may pose
a great a risk to respondents. Privacy of interviews
may be better ensured by moving the location of the
interview outside of the house, or by limiting the
reference population if likely perpetrators are still
living in the community. The safety of the respondents
is paramount, and a researcher may decide that other
data sources, such as service provider data or previously collected testimonials, could provide adequate
information regarding the profile of perpetrators.
Narrative interviews and surveys also may “retraumatize” victims by soliciting information directly. Swiss
and Jennings, among other scholars, suggest that
engaging survivors should be implemented only as
a last resort, where alternative data sources are not
available (Swiss and Jennings 2006; Leiby 2009: 92).
Definitional, temporal and ethical issues affect all
studies of sexual violence, including both qualitative and quantitative investigation. However, these
measurement challenges affect different measurement
strategies in varying ways, as we describe in the
following section.

Comparing methods of quantitative
measurement
Researchers attempting to measure, evaluate or understand conflict-related sexual violence are presented
with a wide range of potential methods; none of these
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methods is without significant benefits, or significant
drawbacks. These choices may depend on a number of
variables: time considerations, research budget, access
to respondents within the location of study, local
understandings of sexual violence, already-existing
data sources, and threats to the safety of both the
participants and the fieldworkers. Methodological
choices, in turn, affect the accuracy, credibility and
generalizability of the study. In many cases alternative results could be reached, for example, by using
different methodologies, defining sexual violence in
different ways, or by looking at different subsets of
the populations.
A number of international bodies, including the
United Nations and, in particular, the World Health
Organization, have convened seminars in recent
years to consider how data on sexual violence might
best be gathered. Among the few obvious inferences
to draw from these meetings is that “appropriate”
methods are highly context-dependent. At the same
time, however, many organizations have focused on
TUBOEBSEJ[JOH data gathering methods across contexts,
typically with the goal of crafting statistics that are
comparable across countries and conflicts. The World
Health Organization, in particular, has recommended
standardized practices for measuring sexual violence, in
order to establish “benchmarks for measuring progress
in preventing and addressing sexual violence” (World
Health Organization 2006).
The Gender-Based Violence Initiative of the RHRC
emphasized the need for a standardized survey methodology, noting that, “[t]o date, there has been no
comprehensive compilation of gender-based violence
(GBV) field tools, nor any TUBOEBSENFUIPE for evaluating ... programmatic effectiveness or crosscultural
transferability” (RHRC 2003: 3; emphasis ours). In
addition, the RHCR authors stated that a “critical
limitation to addressing GBV is the absence of data
on the nature and scope of GBV. Even when available,
methods for GBV data collection are not sufficiently
standardized to allow for comparability within and
across cultures” (RHRC 2003: 5). Yet the RHRC itself
clearly recognizes that standardized methods may
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not be applicable in all settings. Below we discuss the
benefits and drawbacks of population-based surveys
and convenience (non-random) samples.

Population-based methods
Population-based surveys have the potential to determine the prevalence of sexual violence in an area,
given that certain conditions are met. Among the
most important of these conditions are as follows: (1)
the sample population participating in the survey is
representative of the general population of interest
(this general population is referred to as the “target”
or “reference” population); (2) responses to the survey
are truthful and complete; and (3) each individual in
the reference population has a known probability of
selection into the sample. To put these requirements
simply: in order for a survey to be representative,
researchers must know how large the target population
is, how large relevant sub-populations are, and how to
elicit a full and correct answer. Especially where the
topic is sexual violence, each of these requirements
is difficult to meet in its own right. Conflict and
post-conflict contexts add another dimension of
complication.
War-affected populations typically are highly mobile,
meaning that the reference population may change
considerably during the period of study. Moreover, such
populations also have widely varying, and frequently
unknown, mortality rates (see, e.g., Marsh et al. 2006).
In addition, survey data may suffer from any of the
biases considered above, including disclosure bias,
selection bias, and biases that result from survey design
issues such as interviewer skills, definitional issues,
and the effects of question ordering (see, e.g., review
in Schwartz 2000). In the context of sexual violence
in particular, interviewer skill can strongly affect a
survey’s findings. Interviewers trained specifically to
research sexual violence in a particular context have
been shown to elicit a higher response rate and more
detailed responses than those who have less specific
training (Jansen et al. 2004; Kishor 2005). It is still
an open research topic whether a higher response
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rate represents a better approximation to the true
prevalence rates. A final significant barrier to full
and correct survey answers is the co-occurrence of
sexual violence and death. This co-occurrence varies
from conflict to conflict (in some conflicts, rape is
often a precursor to murder; in others, it is not), but
it implies that a potentially large subset of victims of
sexual violence cannot report their experiences.
Population-based surveys are expensive and timeconsuming, especially during or immediately after a
conflict. So why use them? The quest for standardization and benchmarks may explain the frequent use of
population-based surveys in quantitative studies of
sexual violence in armed conflict. These investigations
necessarily assume that prevalence can accurately be
investigated using survey methods (see, e.g., Smith
2006, Amowitz et al. 2002, World Health Organization
2005). The RHRC’s Gender-Based Violence Initiative,
for example, focused on population-based surveys
as it developed research tools to assist in the early
identification of gender-based violence (GBV). Yet
the research designs that are likely to produce full
and truthful responses may be precisely those which
limit scope and generalizability.
Survey methods in conflicted and post-conflict
situations
A few examples of well-known surveys on sexual
violence illustrate the practical impact of some of
these considerations. Johnson et al. (2008) conducted
a carefully-sampled survey of Liberians’ experience of
sexual violence, using best-practices household selection
methods. This is among very few population-based
surveys that interviewed both men and women in the
general population, outside of an internally displaced
persons camp. Within forty randomly selected villages,
households were selected according to the World Health
Organization’s Expanded Program of Immunization
method (Bennett et al. 1991). This represents a significant advance upon studies that select from among
internally displaced persons (e.g., Amowitz et al. 2002).
However, there remain significant questions about

the Johnson et al. findings, similar to the questions
that would affect any survey on a taboo topic. For
example, the reference population did not include
those 18 and under, and thus did not report on sexual
violence against minors. Moreover, the interviews may
not have guaranteed adequate respondent privacy;
survey enumeration strategies are not focused on
long-term relationships of trust. Consequently, as a
researcher remarked at a recent conference, “It would
be like somebody walking up to your house in the
United States, saying hello, and asking your husband
if you’d ever had an abortion. Are you really going
to answer that truthfully?” These methodological
difficulties might suggest that sexual violence should
be under-reported.
Other factors suggest PWFS-reporting of sexual violence
in Johnson and colleagues’ Liberia survey. Forty-two
percent of female former combatants and 9.2 % of
female non-combatants reported experiencing sexual
violence at some point in their lifetime. The “lifetime
sexual violence” measure makes it impossible to
distinguish between conflict-related and non-conflictrelated sexual violence. More problematically, Johnson
et al. used an extremely broad definition of “sexual
violence” in their investigation, making it similarly
impossible to distinguish between rape or gang rape
versus verbal harassment, among other issues. Finally,
the study was conducted well after the conflict ended,
during a period when attention to sexual violence in
Liberia was extremely high. In such a context, it is
conceivable that respondents may have over-reported
sexual violence in order to qualify for assistance. This
phenomenon has been documented in neighboring
Sierra Leone during the post-war period (Utas 2008).
To be clear, the Johnson et al. studies in Liberia and
DRC are among the best population-based surveys of
sexual violence outcomes. Yet, as these criticisms make
clear, specific dynamics of violence may be hidden when
conflicts arise between methodological approaches and
(for example) local culture or respondent incentives.
In Liberia, a smaller, but more reliable and valid,
exploration of sexual violence is that conducted by
Swiss et al. (1998) beginning in 1994. Swiss and her
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co-authors explored the prevalence of sexual violence
among three populations in the capital city of Liberia:
high school girls, market women, and teenage girls
not in school. Swiss et al. recruited local female health
workers, with whom they then began the study by
conducting extensive focus groups. This allowed the
creation of a recognizable controlled vocabulary of
sexual violence as well as the establishment of trust
between enumerators and respondents.
Peacetime methodological debates
In the U.S. context, debates regarding the measurement
of rape typically center on the convergence or divergence
among the number of rapes reported in the National
Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS), the number of
rapes reported through other survey methods, and the
number of rapes reported to law enforcement. (For an
overview, see Koss [1993, 1996], and Chapters 6 and
7 in Loseke et al. [2005]). Survey results regarding
victimization and reporting vary widely (see, e.g.,
Fisher 2000, 2003, 2004)
However, consensus appears to be emerging around
the superiority of behaviorally specific screening
questions (Cook et al. 2011). For example, using a
quasi-experimental design, Fisher (2009) finds that
asking several extremely specific screening questions
leads to a nearly tenfold increase in college women’s
reports of completed rape (from 2.0 per 1000 female
students to 19.34 per 1000), relative to broader
screening questions. This finding implies that the
NCVS (which uses broad, rather than specific, screening
questions) likely suffers a significant downward bias.
A key caveat regarding these findings lies in their
population of reference: U.S. women of college age.
Relative to most conflict-affected populations, U.S.
college women live in extraordinarily safe environments; most can trust that their responses will remain
confidential. U.S. women do report that fear of retaliation is a consideration that may lead to non-reporting.
However, fear of retaliation is a much larger risk for
women in conflicted situations. Moreover, authors
studying different contexts have noted the importance
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of other factors in increasing reporting, and the
importance of balancing increased reporting against
protecting respondents’ safety.
The effects of variables such as question order (e.g.
Schwartz 2000) and context appear to play a significant
role in survey results regarding sexual violence. There
is extensive debate about how question wording and
ordering affects responses. Do certain patterns elicit
all the incidents the respondent could report (i.e.,
get a full response), or in some cases do respondents
report what they think the interviewer wants to hear
(sometimes called interviewer or courtesy bias)?
Larger issues with population-based methods
Regardless of the survey’s design or the enumerators’
skill, the stigma associated with reporting sexual
violence will always challenge the assumption that
respondents are answering fully and truthfully (see,
e.g., Jennings and Swiss 2000: 2; Smith 2006:16;
Leiby 2009: 80). Moreover, many women may not
define an experience of sexual violence as such; the
line between “coercion” and “consent” is unclear,
and hotly contested (e.g., Koss 1993, 1996), even in
peacetime. Conditions of armed conflict blur this line
still further. Limitations like these recently led Baaz
and Stern (2010) to argue flatly that a quantitative
assessment of sexual gender based violence (SGBV)
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) would
be “impossible” (8).
Also considering sexual violence in the DRC, Johnson et
al. (2010:561) discard the possibility of over-reporting,
arguing that enumerators clarified that respondents
would receive no payment for their participation.
Johnson et al. concede that there may have been
underreporting correlated with some social factors.
However, they contend that, because the prevalence
rates they report are broadly consistent with other
studies, the effects must not have been substantial. In
our assessment, the conclusions reported by Johnson
and colleagues are stated with potentially unwarranted levels of confidence. This confidence relies
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on major assumptions about reporting patterns;
thus, we conclude that significant additional research
is necessary—in particular, research that assesses
variations in the likelihood that individual women
report sexual violence.
In addition to these issues, analysts of sexual violence
must carefully consider the fact that sexual violence,
especially conflict-related sexual violence, is an
FMVTJWFQIFOPNFOPO, meaning that it is sufficiently
rare and/or sufficiently unevenly distributed that
it is unlikely to be recorded in a random sample of
a population.4 One potential solution to this issue
is adaptive sampling, in which researchers study
only a small portion of the population, typically the
sub-population that is thought to have been targeted
for sexual violence. Again, however, altering the
survey design reduces one’s ability to make inferences
outside the sample.
Using adaptive sampling, researchers adjust their
sampling plan while in the field, based on the previous
location in which surveying was carried out (Thompson
and Seber 1996). Essentially, each new observation
is used to determine the next sampling unit. This
method contrasts conventional statistical sampling,
in which the entire sample is determined and fixed
before any data are collected. Adaptive sampling
and other related techniques are designed to sample
elusive phenomena (such as sexual violence) more
efficiently than conventional designs. They do so by
exploiting either the spatial clustering of the underlying
phenomenon or the social network of the reference
population. However, while adaptive sampling can lead
to more efficient data collection in the field, adaptive
samples require analyst to use alternative estimation
methods, and these methods require very strong
assumptions in order to produce accurate (“unbiased”)
results (Goel and Salganik 2010). Unfortunately, the
required assumptions seldom hold for populations
affected by conflict.

4

Non-random samples and convenience data
The most common way to collect data on conflictrelated sexual violence is through testimonies or other
forms of direct contact with victims of violence. These
rich qualitative accounts have important benefits; for
example, many feminist scholars prefer qualitative
accounts as reflecting the true lived experiences of
women who have survived sexual violence. However,
as is clear from the discussion above, when aggregated,
such accounts are likely to be biased—not in the sense of
being incorrect or untrue, but in the sense of reflecting
on individual victims rather than populations. This is
unsurprising: qualitative accounts’ particular strength
is in their ability to convey the particularities of
individual experience, rather than reducing victims
to a population of “like units.”
However, when the question concerns a population
(e.g., “How many individuals suffered sexual violence
in this area?”), what is necessary is precisely the sort
of representativity that individual testimonies cannot
provide—unless the testimonies were collected from
randomly-selected respondents. As discussed in the
previous section, patterns in a population can only
be estimated from a carefully drawn random sample
or other probability-based model. From a sampling
perspective, most collections of testimonies, case files
or media mentions known to an individual organization
are called DPOWFOJFODFTBNQMFT or non-random samples.
Most Colombian data analyzed for this study were
created using convenience sampling, including reports
from women rights’ groups, press data, forensic
reports at INML, medical data, police reports and so
on. A key difference between convenience data and
(most) survey investigations is that many self-reports
and testimonies are open-ended narratives, whereas
surveys frequently ask specific, closed-ended questions.
Differences between the answers achieved using these
methods may be extremely telling. Indeed, no study
of any form of violence is complete without careful

Even in a context such as the DRC, where sexual violence is thought to be relatively common, it frequently occurs in geographically specific ways.
If randomly selected villages do not happen to be villages targeted for sexual violence, then reported rates of sexual violence in such a survey will
be very low.
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attention to qualitative details. Surveys should take
their cue from testimonies if they are to avoid issues
of bias: What terms do victims use? Does there seem
to be a pattern of attack? How do women describe
their experiences and the effects of those experiences?
Convenience data sources may include many types of
information. Some of the most common are coded
transcripts of focus groups or individual oral histories,
records and observations from service providers, vital
statistics registries, and other non-survey demographic
information. In some cases, focus groups and narrative interviews have helped frame the focus of a
quantitative analysis, as well as increasing the capacity
of community leaders to acknowledge and address
the issue (see, e.g., Ochieng 2005:7; Omanyondo
2005; Nduna and Goodyear 1997). Women’s Rights
International (Jennings and Swiss 2000) suggests
a “participatory” research methodology, in which
women from a conflict-afflicted area help determine
the survey questions asked to victims, and how victims
are approached. Nduna and Goodyear (1997) note
that discussions with members of the respondent
community is critical in guiding a research design: “The
loose format of the interviews allows the interviewer
to probe for further information which may not be
anticipated in the design of a survey instrument.”
While analysts cannot generate reliable findings on
the prevalence and patterns of sexual violence based
on narrative interviews alone, the process could help
a researcher formulate hypotheses that quantitative
data can confirm or refute, in addition to refining the
survey instrument or methodology.
Records and observations from service providers,
such as health facilities, provide a rich source of data
on sexual violence in armed conflict. (see, e.g., Smith
2006; Kerimova 2003: 1068; Médecins Sans Frontières
(MSF) 2007; Physicians for Human Rights 2002: 36).
For example, MSF has published numerous reports
detailing cases of sexual violence observed at clinics
located in conflict areas, using medical records (e.g.,
Médicins Sans Frontières 2007).5 The United Nations
5
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Population Fund (UNFPA) conducted a review of health
centers in the DRC in 2007, finding about 50,000
reported cases of rape since 2003 (Wakabi 2008:16).
However, service provider data are a poor source for
population level assessments. In particular, the ethical
obligations to keep the victims’ names confidential
mean that it is impossible to determine when the
same victim presents in several different clinics.
Aggregating data from across clinics (or even from the
same clinic over a long period) is likely to count the
same victim more than once. Furthermore, the victims
who are multiply-counted are likely to be systematically
different from the victims who present only once,
perhaps because the multiply-counted require more
serious medical assistance, are relatively wealthier,
or have better access to transportation to the clinic.
Thus the multiple-counting bias can be systematic and
substantial. Of course, many, perhaps most victims are
never seen at any clinic, so service provider data both
overcounts (due to undetected multiple reports of the
same events) and undercounts (because of selection
bias). Nonetheless, data from service providers can
provide insight into the effectiveness or reach of
services aimed towards victims of sexual violence, and
can provide a basis for comparison within a population
that has ready access to these services. To be more
explicit, service provider data can tell us a great deal
about who accesses services, for what reasons, and
whether their treatments are successful. For this
reason, the World Health Organization recommends
building the capacity of all service providers to collect
and disseminate information regarding violence against
women (UNDAW 2005: 17-18).
Demographic data on mortality and pregnancy rates
may also support some inferences regarding rates
of sexual violence, but this type of study is necessarily very preliminary: the empirical relationship(s)
between demographic statistics and sexual violence
are unknown and may vary between conflicts (Marsh
et al. 2006: 11; see also Silva, forthcoming). Still, in
some cases demographic data can prove useful as

Note that MSF in Colombia has not yet released findings from its work on sexual violence, apart from general conclusions.
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part of a broader assessment. Swiss and Giller (1993)
estimated the minimum prevalence of rape during war
in the former Yugoslavia using reports of pregnancies
resulting from rape. According to general health
statistics, at least 1% of incidents of unprotected
sexual intercourse result in pregnancy. By dividing the
observed number of pregnancies due to rape (there
were 119 such pregnancies) by .01, the authors reached
a conservative minimum estimate of 11,900 victims of
rape during the Balkan conflict. They note, however,
that the objective of such an exercise is not to generate
exact prevalence, but to “use medical data to suggest
a scale of violations that cannot be determined from
individual testimonies alone.”

of disease, and lethal human rights violations (e.g.,
Chandra Sekar and Deming 1949; Chao 1989, 1992;
Darroch et al. 1993, Fienberg et al. 1999; Baillargeon
and Rivest 2007; for uses in human rights contexts,
see Brunborg, Lyngstad and Urdal 2003). In the
technical terminology of MSE, disclosure bias is a
form of “capture heterogeneity.”

As we discuss at greater length below, we believe
that the available quantitative data cannot support
factual claims about sexual violence in Colombia.
Instead, we argue that quantitative data may be
used as one component of a detailed investigation
testing a specific, local hypothesis. As discussed above,
survey research is not a panacea where sexual violence
data are concerned, because of their insensitivity to
local dynamics and the difficulties of reporting bias.
Convenience and testimonial data, on the other hand,
provide detailed local knowledge but are difficult or
impossible to generalize.

MSE faces special difficulties in the case of sexual violence. In particular, given the sensitivities surrounding
sexual violence, victims and victims’ organizations are
frequently unwilling to share identifying information,
including names of the victim, dates, places, and
perpetrators of the crime. Such sensitivities also
strongly affect the populations likely to report, and
likely to report with detailed information. This raises
the possibility that some types of victims, or some
types of cases, would not be estimable via MSE analysis
because of data sparseness. This is a problem for all
MSE analyses, but in the case of lethal violence (for
example) it is frequently mitigated because there are
much lower confidentiality requirements for information about deaths than about surviving victims of rape.
Furthermore, MSE provides several technical methods
(such as stratification) to control some kinds of bias. By
creating separate estimates for groups likely to report
at different rates (assuming that any information
on such groups exists), rigorous estimations may be
possible. However, no such estimation has yet been
performed for victims of rape.

One statistical procedure can be used, under certain
circumstances, to craft reliable quantitative estimates
of violence from detailed convenience data sources.
This is Multiple Systems Estimation (MSE) (e.g.,
Ball et al. 2002, 2003; Guzmán et al. 2007). MSE
requires multiple data sources, each with considerable amounts of identifying information for every
case. By analyzing the overlap between multiple
datasets (“systems”), it is possible to make inferences
regarding the cases that were not captured by any
list. MSE, also known as capture-recapture analysis,
is a well-established demographic approach that has
been validated for many types of data, including
wildlife populations, human populations, incidences

MSE faces an additional hurdle in the case of nonlethal violence: it cannot reliably distinguish between
victims and incidents of violence. For example, a victim
who appears in two datasets may represent the same
case (one episode of sexual violence counted by two
organizations) or two different cases (two episodes
of sexual violence against the same victim, captured
by different organizations). A useful interpretation
of this difficulty is that MSE for non-lethal human
rights violations provides estimates of the number of
people who have suffered the violation, rather than the
number of episodes of violence. Nevertheless, such a
measurement would represent a major advance upon
existing information.

Multiple systems estimation
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We believe that MSE for sexual violence would be an
extremely problematic approach, at least in the near
term. On the other hand, while MSE estimates might
prove partial (in the sense that they might exclude large
victim populations), they could provide considerably
stronger evidence of patterns and magnitudes among

populations that do report sexual violence. More
generally, the feasibility study research team wishes
to emphasize the complementarity of qualitative
and quantitative knowledge, and the importance
of understanding local dynamics and contexts in
evaluating quantitative estimates.

Key data considerations
There exist well-established rules for quantitative
understandings of data production processes. With
any type of sample (random or convenience; survey
or administrative or any other), measurements drawn
from a sample are always FTUJNBUFT, and conclusions
about populations larger than the sample itself are
BMXBZT JOGFSFODFT. In order to be understandable,
statistical estimates must be accompanied by a
measurement of the uncertainty of the estimate
(either a “confidence interval” or margin of error).
Confidence intervals are the established statistical
measures for evaluating potential biases and errors—that is, for evaluating quantitatively the data
production process.
Confidence intervals can be interpreted in two ways. For
traditional estimates, if we speak of a “95% confidence
interval,” we mean that if we repeated the estimation
procedure hundreds of times, in 95% of those trials
the result would fall in the interval. An alternative
interpretation is that of Bayesian statistics. Here,
the confidence interval has a more straightforward
interpretation: based on the data, there is a 95%
likelihood that the true population value lies in the
interval. A form of confidence intervals called “margins
of error” are usually presented in non-technical publications, and they are the defining feature of statistical
estimates. Estimates are essentially meaningless
without them. For example, without a margin of error,
we don’t know if a statistic, say “50%,” means “50%
plus or minus 2%” or “50% plus or minus 49%.” The
first of these examples is very meaningful; the second
is nearly meaningless.
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Yet, as in research more generally, quantitative
approaches must be complemented by qualitative
insights. In the case of data production processes, this
means that, prior to quantitative analysis of uncertainty,
responsible researchers must think imaginatively about
the data collection and coding process, consider specific
potential biases, determine whether such biases are
or can be controlled, and carefully establish to which
population (if any) conclusions from the data might
apply. As we have seen, even carefully sampled surveys
may suffer from biases that cannot be fully controlled,
or adequately quantified. Recall that even the most
exemplary studies—for example, those of Johnson et
al. (2008) and Swiss et al. (1998)—may face analytical
questions arising from sampling strategies, interviewer
training, survey question wording, response bias and
other factors.
The dearth of systematically sampled data (i.e., survey
data) represents a significant stumbling block for
researchers attempting to analyze sexual violence
quantitatively. Convenience data, because they are
not sampled in a systematic way, have no associated
uncertainty measure; thus, drawing conclusions about
populations larger than the sample is not a particularly
meaningful exercise.
Researchers who have access only to convenience data
can and should consider the uncertainties associated
with these data. In doing so, it is important to identify
what conditions would be necessary to drawing a
responsible conclusion.

Chapter 3. Data on sexual violence: challenges and opportunities

In general, before drawing conclusions on the basis
of any dataset, the researcher should ask:
t Was the sample drawn in a way that might have overor under-represented some types of respondents?
t Might aspects of the data-collection process (survey
enumeration, testimony, record-keeping, etc.)
have encouraged respondents to give incomplete
or false answers?
t Did the process of collecting data encourage or
discourage certain types of cases?
t Given the potential biases, what population can
this data speak about, describe or generalize to?
t In addition to the claim or hypothesis that
researchers are studying, do the data support
alternative explanations as well?
Without drawing conclusions about relative prevalence
of sexual violence in the population, several studies
have explored what can be learned from reported cases
alone. For example, if a key question is “were there
more than X episodes of sexual violence?” raw count
data may be sufficient to answer the question. This
is so because questions of minima can be answered

with raw data alone in some cases. Considering the
example question above, if raw data include at least X
verifiable cases, then the researcher can confidently
answer in the affirmative. On the other hand, if the
data do not include at least X cases, then the researcher
cannot answer confidently, because the number of
cases outside the dataset remains unknown.
Colombian researchers benefit from clear, well-formed
ideas and informed intuitions about sexual violence
in specific places and periods, as well as about sexual
violence perpetrated by certain armed actors. However,
a clear qualitative account of a specific collection
of cases is quite different from an inference to the
population. In order to craft accurate estimates of
patterns of sexual violence within the population, it is
vital that researchers understand the process by which
their data collections were created, the underlying
assumptions of their hypotheses (e.g., that the sample
is representative of the population), and the potential
limitations and biases of the data. Without a clear
understanding of the link between data production
and data analysis, all quantitative analyses will be
flawed in important ways.
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Chapter 4

Colombian sexual violence data:
An assessment

Having provided a general discussion of issues related
to quantitative research on sexual violence, in this
chapter we describe the current situation with respect
to sexual violence data in Colombia, and briefly
evaluate some the data sources available. We did not
receive access to all existing data sources, nor did we
receive access to all the data sources described below.
Some we learned about through key interviews;
others were received via official writs of information1 or through personal contacts with colleagues
at NGOs. As we describe each type of data source,
we highlight its strengths, its structural biases and
its analytical limitations. We conclude that this
careful consideration of strengths and limitations is
a required step before using any data for analysis and
interpretation, and recommend continued analysis
of the origins, biases, strengths and limitations of
Colombian data sources.
Colombian data collections are quite heterogenous,
with respect to geographic coverage, period, and
informational content. Colombia’s strong network
of civil society organizations has documented many
cases of sexual violence by armed groups, against both
combatants and non-combatants, in many areas of the
country. However, we note that this information is
frequently coded from victim testimonies, the collection
of which is distributed unevenly across Colombian
departments and municipalities, and is usually intended
to serve criminal justice or legal purposes, rather
than analytical purposes. Moreover, conflict-related

1

sexual violence has only been documented since the
mid-1980’s. Official (i.e., state) data on sexual violence
and related phenomena cover a still shorter period of
time, typically beginning in the early 2000’s or even
later.
As we describe below, there exist many data sources
about sexual violence that are rarely analyzed. Yet more
sources does not necessarily imply increased inferential
power. In this chapter, we argue that researchers,
analysts and advocates should be aware that none
of the existing data sources are “representative” of
all cases.
The VTFT of data on sexual violence in Colombia, like the
data themselves, vary considerably. Typically, however,
reports on sexual violence cite statistics on domestic
violence, not conflict-related cases; these are often
derived from two sources, the INML and Profamilia’s
ENDS survey results, without adequate analysis of
their coverage and limitations. As we describe below,
there exist many other data sources that have not
yet been adequately utilized. Yet a larger collection
does not imply increased inferential power; below,
we argue that researchers, analysts and advocates
should OPU consider these data on reported cases as
“representative” of all cases. There is no necessary
relationship between reported cases and all cases,
and consequently existing data cannot be used as
the basis for claims about more general patterns and
magnitudes of sexual violence.

For more information on these official writs of information, see Appendix A below.
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The social production of sexual
violence data
Even the most concrete numerical data are, inevitably, socially produced. Colombian victims and witnesses of sexual violence, like those in any conflict
or post-conflict situation, face varying incentives
and disincentives to report sexual violence, either by
direct denunciation or by making themselves visible
to organizations that capture information passively.
In addition, organizational factors entirely unrelated
to patterns of sexual violence may drive reporting.
Research mandates, definitional issues, staffing,
access and trust within communities, and a multitude
of other factors affect data collection in Colombia.
Social relationships, cultural issues, group norms,
and other elements strongly determine the eventual
content of any database.
For example, legal definitions and interpretations shape
many data collection efforts in Colombia, despite the
fact that these concepts may not be comprehensible or
relevant in the empirical realities of the situation. For
example, many assessments of wartime sexual violence
are oriented around the definitions contained in the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court
(United Nations 1998). Groups that collect information
often have specifically legal purposes and goals, and
wish to present legal arguments before national or
international justice or human rights bodies. However,
the resulting data collections do not always reflect all
the types of conduct that advocates consider to be
sexual violence. In the context of the internal armed
conflict, Humanas-Colombia documented the following
violations: rape and intent of rape, sexual mutilation,
forced nudity, sexual slavery, imposition of codes of
conduct, sexual harassment, forced abortion, forced
contraception, child prostitution, forced marriage,
groping, and control of affective lives.

2
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Focus group discussions and narrative interviews,
activities inherently tied to social networks, have
been used with great success to obtain qualitative information on sexual violence in Colombia.2
In particular, women’s rights organizations have
developed networks in many regions and, owing to
these networks of trust, have acquired extraordinarily
deep knowledge of local situations. As a result of
these successes, direct testimonies, focus group
data and other qualitative investigations have been
used as a main source of information, sometimes
without careful attention to the origins of the
data. These data are sufficient for local, qualitative
reports, but they cannot be used for generalization
to broader populations such as inter-regional or
national comparisons. This fact must be understood
if the data are to serve as a basis for meaningful
interpretation.
Another key element of the social production of data
is definitional. Ideas about what is sexual violence,
and which sexual violence is related to conflict, are
culturally specific and may vary considerably even
within a conflict zone. Colombian women’s rights
groups struggle particularly with disentangling
“conflict-related” sexual violence, because of the
long duration and variability of the conflict, which
at this point has lasted nearly fifty years. People have
lived with the conflict, including its phases of relative
peace, and alongside combatants, for decades. In a
country where gender inequalities and stereotypes are
culturally enshrined, the continuing presence of armed
actors has been seen as a constant reinforcement of
ideals of militarized masculinity and sexuality (see,
e.g., Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
2006: para. 43-44).

Most reports authored by Colombian women’s rights organizations are based on testimonies collected during field interviews. In addition, focus
groups and workshops have been used to reach shared conceptualizations of the situation of women (see, e.g., Mesa de Trabajo Mujer y Conflicto
Armado 2003).
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Given the ongoing presence of armed actors in many
regions of Colombia, it may be challenging to separate
“conflict-related” from “normal” sexual violence. A soldier
who commits an acquaintance rape during a date on
the soldier’s time off: Is it conflict-related? Many would
answer yes, in keeping with literatures on militarized
masculinity (see explanation in Gill 1997). The presence
of the soldier in a region is linked to the conflict; his

profession gives him power, even in private settings; and
his military training normalizes violent sexuality (e.g.
Burke 2004). But is this the only valid interpretation?
Does the conflict analysis simply validate the invisibility
of quotidian sexual violence? Our research team did not
attempt to reach conclusions regarding these questions.
We note simply that socially produced knowledge is
vulnerable to conflicting social interpretations.

Profamilia surveys
Profamilia is a private non-profit organization that
provides sexual and reproductive health services and
education to Colombians throughout the country.3
Profamilia operates 33 centers located in 29 cities. It
also brings specialized services, products, education
and information in sexual and reproductive health to
poor and marginalized populations of Colombia via
mobile health brigades.
Profamilia’s survey data is one of the two most widely
cited sources in the country (the other is the INML,
considered below). The Demographic and Health Survey
(DHS, known in Colombia as the &ODVFTUB/BDJPOBM
EF %FNPHSBGÓB Z 4BMVE or ENDS), implemented by
Profamilia’s Evaluation and Research Unit, provides
a wealth of knowledge gathered through a structured
sample and questionnaire.4-5 These data cannot be
used to understand “conflict-related sexual violence,”
because they do not address conflict-related crimes
specifically. However, Profamilia’s survey data are
widely cited to give a sense of the magnitude of sexual
violence more generally. References to Profamilia or
INML statistics almost always preface studies focusing
on sexual violence in the Colombian conflict (see, e.g.,
Mesa de Trabajo Mujer y Conflicto Armado et al. 2008).
Profamilia also conducts a smaller survey on Sexual
and Reproductive Rights of Vulnerable Populations
3
4
5

(SSRR). These two surveys represent the best attempts
at baseline measurement of sexual violence in Colombia,
particularly domestic sexual violence. Still, in our
opinion, baseline sexual violence in Colombia must
remain an open question. This is true for a multitude
of reasons, many of which were considered above in
Chapter 3. Disclosure bias is a primary concern, but
other forms of response bias (e.g., those associated
with definitional issues) and selection bias are also key
issues. These difficulties are not unique to Colombia;
as we discussed above, issues of bias in survey data
on sexual violence are universal.
Profamilia has administered ENDS surveys every five
years since 1990. Although DHS surveys (including
the ENDS in Colombia) ask a wide range of questions
about reproductive and sexual health, the survey’s
approach to sexual violence is limited by its tight focus
on rape and its disregard for other forms of sexual
violence. Until recently, ENDS asked just one question
specifically related to sexual violence, namely, whether
the respondent has suffered rape by a person other
than a husband or partner (ENDS 2005 estimates that
6% of women suffered this type of violence). However,
only women of “fertile age” are asked this question;
hence, no evidence about more taboo forms of sexual
violence, such as sexual violence against children or
sexual violence against elders, is available. In addition,

See http://www.profamilia.org.co
Note that this analysis does not refer to Profamilia’s most recent ENDS survey (2011).
The DHS is an international effort to track and compare health outcomes in developing countries. The DHS is a comprehensive survey instrument,
which is mostly developed around a framework of primary health and reproductive rights but also measures, to some extent, related factors,
including sexual violence.
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this boundary condition excludes male victims of
sexual violence.
The “fertile age” boundary condition may strongly affect
survey results. In its 2005 study, Profamilia categorized
all females between 13 and 49 years old as “of fertile
age,” whereas previously, this category included only
women aged 15-49. This change produced an interesting
finding: of the 6% of women between the aged 13-49
who reported experiencing rape (excluding forced sexual
relations by husband or partner), 47% were under 15
years of age; that is, 47% of those who reported sexual
violence would not have been asked about their experience
of sexual violence in previous ENDS surveys.
In its planning of the ENDS survey process, Profamilia
has decided against including any question explicitly
addressing conflict-related violence. The question most
frequently used as a proxy for conflict-related sexual
violence asks whether women reporting sexual violence
knew the perpetrator. Twenty-one percent of women
who reported experiencing sexual violence reported
that they did not know the perpetrator. However,
the baseline rate of rape, including non-conflictrelated stranger rape, is unknown. Consequently the
proportion of stranger rapes actually related to the
conflict remains unknown. Urrego (2007) reports
that departments reporting the highest rates of sexual
violence in the ENDS 2005 survey are those in which
conflict intensified in that year. Again, however, this
association could arise for a number of reasons.
The SSRR is an element of a broader project, Profamilia’s
National Reproductive and Sexual Health Services Project
for Under-resourced and Displaced Populations (1SPZFDUP
/BDJPOBM EF 4FSWJDJPT EF 4BMVE 4FYVBM Z 3FQSPEVDUJWB
FO1PCMBDJØOEF#BKPT3FDVSTPTZ1PCMBDJØO%FTQMB[BEB,
Profamilia 2005). The main goal of the larger project is to
evaluate knowledge of contraception, STDs, prevention
of cervical and breast cancer, general health services for
women, and domestic violence, as well as to estimate
the use of contraception and women’s health services,
in areas covered by the project. SSRR data served as
6
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a component of the evaluation process for the larger
project, and was designed primarily to evaluate changes
in knowledge and use of health services in areas served
by the project. However, in this context a limited number
of questions about sexual violence were asked.
An important difference between the SSRR and the
ENDS is that the former addresses conflict-related
violence somewhat more directly than the latter;
responses are disaggregated by reason for displacement
(conflict displacement versus non-conflict-related
displacement). In 2005, the SSRR found that 8.2% of
displaced women have been raped by someone other
than their husbands, higher than the rate reported
in ENDS results. The most common type of violence
reported by the women in this population is intimidation and physical violence by armed actors. However,
we caution again that this association could arise for
a number of reasons, particularly the generalized
insecurity associated with displacement, whether that
displacement is related to conflict or not. Furthermore,
both figures (8.2% of displaced women versus 6% of
non-displaced women) are estimates from a survey,
and as such, are estimates within margins of error.
It is unlikely that the small difference between these
values is outside the associated errors: simply put,
the two values are not distinguishable in a statistical
sense. Therefore, we are skeptical that a conclusion
should be drawn about the difference.
Profamilia’s surveys are likely to be the best approximation of “baseline” sexual violence available in Colombia.
However, as noted above, the general limitations of
surveys and the specific construction of the ENDS
survey both suggest that baseline sexual violence
may significantly exceed the proportion reported,
even when conflict-related cases are not considered.
More importantly, within Profamilia’s surveys, it is
impossible to determine with confidence whether a
given report of sexual violence is related to the conflict
or not. However, Profamilia data from individual
locations may be extremely useful as a complement
to more specific, local, qualitative investigations.6
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Data generated for legal or criminal
justice purposes
Nearly all data on sexual violence in Colombia, outside
of the Profamilia surveys, is collected for use in the
justice system. These sources include the INML, the
National Police (1PMJDÓB /BDJPOBM, PN), the Attorney
General’s office ('JTDBMÓB(FOFSBMEFMB/BDJØO, FGN),
and many NGOs. While some of these sources are also
employed in other investigations, the legal framework
guides a significant amount of data collection in
Colombia.
The INML provides investigative support and forensic
evidence to the Colombian justice sector. Within this
mandate, it offers forensic and medical-legal services
to the Colombian population and engages in scientific
research, educational outreach and expert testimony.7
INML offices provide gynecological and psychological
exams (similar to the “rape kit” provided in the United
States) to victims of sexual violence who are interested
in prosecuting the perpetrator(s) for the crime.
The result of the gynecological exam is called the “expert
decision” (in Spanish EJDUBNFO QFSJDJBM). Given this
specific function, oftentimes the only incentive for a
victim of sexual violence to go to INML is to undergo a
gynecological examination so the resulting medical-legal
report can serve as legally admissible evidence in case
of an eventual prosecution. While not required, the
medical-legal report can help access other state services
such as legal abortion, care and protection.8
In addition to physical tests, each examination includes
an interview, referred to as an BOBNOFTJT, which
collects data on the patient and a description of the
events surrounding the crime. In interviews, INML
staff reported that anamneses contain a wealth of
demographic data about the victim, as well as basic

7
8

information about when, where and what happened.
This qualitative data could potentially be coded to
better understand the population reporting to INML
and the nature and details of the acts.
The criminal justice purpose of INML investigations
raises serious issues of selection bias in the resulting
data. As noted above, INML provides exams and
collects data POMZ from victims who physically appear
at an INML office to report a sexual crime. According
to at least two experts, an examination may POMZ be
given if the victim holds an official complaint report
filed with the police of the technical investigative body
of the prosecutor’s office (CTI) or the National Police
(INML interviews 2010).
Additionally, a victim typically needs to report to the
INML almost immediately after an episode of sexual
violence. Because the point of the exam is to find
physical (or, more rarely, psychological) evidence of
sexual abuse, there is a disincentive to report through
this channel if no physical evidence exists or if physical
evidence is no longer present. INML clearly states
that it can only determine sexual violence if the crime
has left physical evidence and it is still present on the
victim’s body when they present to INML clinicians.
According to interviews with MSF and INML staff
members, evidence from sexual abuse is usually present
for 72 hours after the incident. However, some sexual
violence does not leave physical evidence (Masatugó
2008: 58-59). The likely quantitative implication is
that victims who do not consider prosecuting, or who
do not undergo an examination immediately after the
assault, are not included in the INML’s figures. This
is not a critique of the data themselves, but rather a
point of caution in interpreting those data.

See http://www.medicinalegal.gov.co.
Considerable confusion exists regarding whether a gynecological exam is required for a victim of sexual violence that wants to get a legal abortion.
Governmental and non-governmental organizations frequently provide contradictory advice to victims on this topic. Some encourage the exam,
even though the victim has no intention to prosecute. As far as we were able to learn, only a police report in required to be eligible for a legal
abortion. Furthermore, as noted further below, if a victim has no intention to prosecute, INML will not carry out the gynecological exam.
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INML data also suffer from selection bias regarding
populations targeted for sexual violence. In particular,
aside from those who intend to prosecute following
an incident of sexual violence, just one significant
population regularly receives INML examinations:
children who are in the custody of the Colombian
Family Welfare Institute (the *OTUJUVUP$PMPNCJBOPEF
#JFOFTUBS'BNJMJBS or ICBF). The ICBF employs INML
examinations because the ICBF does not have its own
physicians. INML staff reported in interviews that,
until recently, INML statistics included examinations performed on all children in ICBF custody. This
represents a major source of selection bias in the wider
sample, and a serious barrier to analyses that attempt
to compare these data over time.
Structural biases that overrepresent younger victims in
INML data result not only from institutional relationships with the ICBF, but from the differing cultural
dynamics surrounding child and adult sexual violence.
Many adult women believe that they are responsible for
their own abuse, or that they will suffer reprisals for
admitting abuse against them. Consequently, women
may bring their children who have been abused before
the INML, but not report abuse they themselves have
suffered. This dynamic may be reinforced by economic
dependence on spouses and husbands, fear of reprisals,
and fear of losing custody of the child.
Finally, a key problem with INML data completeness
concerns the fact that gynecological examinations are
restricted to live victims. INML is also tasked with
investigating sexual violence in corpses; however, an
INML staff member reported that police personnel,
who bring bodies to INML for examination, are careless
about contamination or evidence loss related to sexual
violence (Interview, INML Medellín). Otero, Quintero
and Bolivar (2009) study the barriers to reporting
sexual violence in dead women, particularly women
killed in massacres. They find that sexual violence is
not generally looked for, and frequently not recorded
if found.
Geographically, INML reports institutional presence
across 65% of Colombia’s area; however, most offices are
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located in urban centers. Its coverage as a proportion of
the population is unclear. It also receives information
from other sources, including doctors who perform
forensic services in areas that INML does not have a
direct presence. In rural areas, INML gynecological
and forensic services are often provided by medical
students completing their obligatory rural internship,
or by clinics in rural areas. INML collects its data about
sexual violence in a database called the System for
Epidemiological Observation of Externally Caused
Wounds (4JTUFNBEF7JHJMBODJB&QJEFNJPMØHJDPEF-FTJPOFT
EF$BVTB&YUFSOB or SIVELCE). Otero, Quintero and
Bolivar (2009) establish that SIVELCE data quality
varies widely, and specifically that professional staff
at INML produce higher-quality (i.e., more complete)
data than do medical students or under-resourced
rural health stations.
Many organizations use INML data as a primary
source in their estimations of the magnitude and
pattern of sexual violence in Colombia. A staff member
of the Women’s Secretariat, an office of Medellín’s
local government, reported in an interview that “the
best data [NFKPSFTEBUPT] are those of .FEJDJOB-FHBM”
(Medellín Women’s Secretariat interview, 2010). A
staff member of the Ministry of Public Health called
INML’s data on sexual violence “the official source
[GVFOUF PGGJDJBM]” (INML interview, 2010). Although
authors typically acknowledge that INML data suffer
from under-registration, they are still cited frequently
as the basis of quantitative claims.
However, the statistical quality of information gleaned
from INML data is questionable. What do the statistics
from INML tell us about the population of sexual
assault victims in Colombia? What is the meaning of
comparisons over time, given changing coverage rates
and other selection effects? We note in particular a
multitude of factors, not related to sexual violence or
conflict, that may strongly affect these data. Changing
educational programs, transportation, staff available
to treat survivors at the hospital, incentives available
to victims, or population movements could easily cause
the observed differences. Consequently (and as with
nearly any convenience dataset), neither trend nor
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pattern analysis using INML data would be reliable.
In its own reports, INML observes that reported sexual
violence has increased from 34 cases per 100,000
to 71 cases per 100,000, labeling this a “significant
increase.” Yet INML also recognizes that this difference
can be attributed to increased access to services or to
sexual and human rights education. In other words,
this change in the “pattern” over time is not a trend
in sexual violence, but in the factors that influence
access to health care, as well as INML’s recording
practices. Unfortunately, not all users of these data
recognize this issue. For example, a Humanas report
on sexual violence in conflict claimed that sexual
violence increased by 69.5% between 1997 and 2007.
Virtually every report on sexual violence in Colombia
published in recent memory has replicated this error.
In 2006, the United Nations Country Team for
Colombia, in its Common Country Assessment, stated
that there had been a marked increase in domestic
and sexual violence against women, citing INML data.
However, the data in question showed that reported
sexual violence had increased by 23% over 2003, and
as we have noted previously, SFQPSUFE sexual violence
is unlikely to be representative of all sexual violence
occurring in the population. Relying on the same
data, the Country Team also noted increased reports
of sexual violence by guerrilla, paramilitary and army
groups—but again, it is impossible to know whether a
change in reported sexual violence represents a change
in all sexual violence.
Similarly, some authors have used INML data to
support statistical claims about the relative risk of
sexual violence for young people. For example, Devenir
(2003), using INML data, claims that “girls and boys
have a higher risk of suffering a sexual crime, given
that 71% of victims evaluated were younger than 15
years old,” an inference that the data do not support.
The fact that a majority of evaluated victims are
under 15 might signify that sexual victimization of
children is more likely to be reported than is sexual
victimization of adults.

Detecting cases of sexual violence that are specifically
related to conflict within INML data is quite difficult.
If we consider as “conflict-related” all cases that name
armed actors as perpetrator(s), we identify only a
small proportion of conflict-related cases. Women’s
groups typically follow this strategy as they report on
conflict-related sexual violence.
INML is one of very few organizations that collect data
on armed-group perpetrators. Until 2008, INML data
included a perpetrator category called “paramilitaries.” As of 2009, however, it dropped this category;
the government of Álvaro Uribe officially declared
that paramilitary organizations no longer existed in
Colombia. At this point, a category called “bandas
criminales” is thought to subsume most paramilitary
violence, although it is not clear that it maps exactly to
the former “paramilitaries” category. Some categories
disappear in some years and reappear in others, and
given the politicization of perpetrator categories, it
is difficult to determine whether this is due to a lack
of reported cases in such categories, or to temporary
elimination of the category for other reasons.
The practice of examining the perpetrator category
variable as the only proxy for conflict-related violence
has at least one other significant problem. This key
variable suffers from significant missing data (up to
9%) and, in cases where data are not entirely missing,
frequently records “unknown” as the perpetrator
(43% in 2003). This implies that the analysis of
perpetrators is really an analysis of people who know
the affiliation of their perpetrators or are motivated
to name them.
Table 4.1 shows perpetrator variable categories as
reported in INML’s yearly report, '03&/4*4, for the
years 1999 through 2009—data that display all the
issues of perpetrator categorization, data missingness
and selection bias described above. On the basis of this
information, it is essentially impossible to compare
perpetration by organizational affiliation over time.
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Table 4.1. Perpetrator Categories Used in Forensis, by Year
Year

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Police

X

X

X

Military Foreces

X

X

X

Prison Police - INPEC

X

X

Members of Intelligence
Services

X

Drug Traffickers

X

X

X

Guerrilla FARC

X

X

X

Guerrilla ELN

X

X

Other Guerrillas

X

X

Paramilitaries

X

X

Gangs

X

X

X

Private Security Groups

X

X

X

Criminal Bands

X

Common Crime

X

X

X

X

X

X

Relative

X

X

X

X

X

Father

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Son

X

X

X

X

Mother

X

X

X

X

Stepmother

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Brother

Uncle

X

Grandfather

X

X

X

X

Stepfather

X

X

X

X

X

Spouse

X

X

X

X

X

Boyfriend

X

Friend

X

Workmate

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Homeowner

X

X

X

X

Tenant

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Neighbor

X

Teacher
Other known
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X

X

X

X

X

X
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Of course, INML is not the only dataset collected
for legal or criminal-justice purposes. Data from the
National Police (Policía Nacional, PN) summarize
reports from victims who may want to prosecute;
the Attorney General’s office collects information
about ongoing sexual violence cases. However, if a
victim does not intend to prosecute (the majority
do not, cf. Humanas 2009), or does not require
documentation to obtain a service such as a legal

abortion, she or he is unlikely to be included in
data from the criminal justice sector. Incentives and
disincentives for reporting change over time and space,
in ways that may enormously distort the true level
of sexual violence. Consequently, it is impossible to
use these data collections to make inferences about
the patterns or magnitude of sexual violence, much
less conflict-related sexual violence, in the entire
population.

Data from the health sector
The health sector offers more potentially useful indirect
information about sexual violence than any other data
source, due to the array of health consequences a person
is exposed to when sexually abused. For example, if
the abuse consisted of intercourse and the victim is
a woman, the act may result in unwanted pregnancy.
Studies have estimated that approximately 1% of acts
of unprotected sex result in pregnancy (Swiss and Giller
1993). Both female and male victims are exposed to
sexually transmitted diseases, physical injuries and
psychological trauma. Many of these consequences
may result in a visit to a health service provider.
Studies have found that patients visit the doctor not
only in the immediate aftermath of sexual abuse, but
for associated issues throughout their lifetimes.9 One
study found significant association between a history
of sexual abuse and a lifetime diagnosis of functional
gastrointestinal disorders, nonspecific chronic pain,
psychogenic seizures and chronic pelvic pain (Paras
et al. 2009).
In Colombia, hospitals, clinics, doctors and health
service providers are legally obligated to report several
9

10

key medical events. There are at least three different
reporting requirements for doctors, in addition to
the medical records and clinical histories they must
all document. These include administrative forms,
called Individual Registries of Health Service Provision
(3FHJTUSP*OEJWJEVBMEF1SFTUBDJØOEF4FSWJDJPT, RIPS),
which record minimal data on every health service
provided. The form includes a field for recording signs
of violence. RIPS forms are centralized by the Social
Protection Ministry. A second reporting scheme is the
National Public Health Observation System (4JTUFNB
/BDJPOBMEF7JHJMBODJBFO4BMVE1ÞCMJDB, or SIVIGILA),
a project of the National Institute of Public Health.
This dataset includes weekly reports from hospitals,
clinics and doctors throughout the country on all
public health events monitored nationally10. A third
data capture scheme, only operable in some Colombian
regions, collects information for epidemiological study.
SIVIGILA registers events that trigger mandatory
notification, and could be related to sexual violence,
including some sexually transmitted diseases (HIV,
syphilis and Hepatitis B) and child and maternal
mortality. Sexual violence is not mandatory notification

In addition, representatives from the women’s organization *OJDJBUJWBTEF.VKFSFT$PMPNCJBOBTQPSMB1B[ (IMP) noted that victims of rape may go
to the doctor, but state reasons other than sexual violence for their visit.
SIVIGILA data are available to researchers at the municipal level, but data disaggregated for the Military Hospital are not released. One interviewee
suggested that data restrictions are due to concerns regarding STDs reported at military hospitals. One informant suggested that the military
has higher rates of STDs than is publicly known, and that consequently releasing such information could endanger national security. We believe
that this lack of information regarding STDs in the military population represents a significant public health risk. Coupled with reports that state
military personnel have committed sexual violence while stationed away from their home bases, and that military personnel frequently employ
sex workers, the lack of transparency about the sexual and reproductive health of these personnel is worrying. We believe this requires further
investigation.
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event at this time. In addition, it is important to
remember that, although reporting is mandatory
throughout Colombia, compliance with the mandate
varies considerably by space. One interviewee suggested
that areas with the poorest reporting capacity were
those most affected by conflict. If this is correct—and
certainly conflict creates difficult conditions for both
health workers and health reporting—then these data
are even less reliable as indicators of varying violence
over time and space.
The Ministry of Social Protection—not to be confused
with the Institute of Public Health—has since 1998
required physicians to report on the health services
they provide, and collect basic information about the
person being treated. RIPS data are collated and sent to
the municipal and departmental health secretariats and
then to the Ministry of Social Protection. Like SIVIGILA
data, however, RIPS reporting varies considerably
(and unpredictably) over space and time. Even if these
data contained clear cases of conflict-related sexual
violence, their incompleteness makes them a poor
basis for estimation.
Since 1999, the district of Bogotá has operated its
own “information system to monitor epidemiology
and domestic violence,” known as SIVIM (7JHJMBODJB
&QJEFNJPMØHJDB EF MB 7JPMFODJB *OUSBGBNJMJBS  .BMUSBUP
*OGBOUJMZ7JPMFODJB4FYVBM). SIVIM’s reporting structure
is similar to the SIVIGILA reporting structure, and
requires reporting of certain triggering events. The
Health Secretariat of Bogotá has made a special effort
to ensure that informants to the system use a controlled
vocabulary as they report sexual violence, so that cases
are not excluded based on lack of knowledge about
definitions or inclusion rules. Although these data are
extremely detailed in some respects, they are difficult
to use for the purpose of tracking conflict-related
sexual violence. Because the goal of the system is health
monitoring rather than prosecution, no information on
perpetrators of sexual violence is collected, and the data
include no indicators to identify conflict-related sexual
violence. In addition, as with any monitoring system,
considerable data quality issues within SIVIM have
been identified, particularly related to the identities of
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victims, but also including other key variables such as
victim ages and locations of violence. Similar initiatives
have been deployed in other places (e.g., Cali, Medellín
and Sincelejo), but the information collected is useful
only locally; the categories employed are not included
in national-level databases.
Each of the health data collection systems in Colombia
is designed with public health and intervention policies
in mind. Thus, the data collected may be extraordinarily detailed with respect to specific health outcomes
(sexually transmitted infections, for example, or the
circumstances surrounding deaths in childbirth), but it
may be uninformative regarding the context of the event.
Moreover, in every health data collection system
considered above, the ultimate responsibility for
reporting lies with individual physicians. Unfortunately
for the quality of these data, doctors are busy. Reporting
mandates are often seen as “just more paperwork,” and
several interviewees reported that health monitoring
paperwork may be inconsistently completed. The
consequences of failures to report are minimal and
rarely enforced. In addition, while physicians are
required to report even TVTQFDUFE violence, it is likely
that non-obvious cases of sexual violence are reported
less frequently than are clear-cut cases; a physicians’
willingness and ability question patients regarding such
private matters varies significantly. This is especially
true because questioning, and reporting, may result
in the physician’s involvement in a legal process—an
outcome most health practitioners wish to avoid.
From the victim’s perspective, although there may
be many reasons to seek medical attention after
sexual violence, many individuals choose not to do
so. Survivors of sexual violence may not be aware of
the physical or psychological consequences of sexual
violence, they may know but think they do not need
help, or they may fear becoming involved in a legal
process. In some regions, such as Chocó, interviewees
suggested that women may feel safer reporting to an
organization such as MSF than a government health
service provider. These populations are unlikely to
be adequately represented in state monitoring data.
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Other sources
Several other types of organizations also provide
services to victims of sexual violence. For example, most
Colombian municipalities have a $PNJTBSÓBEF'BNJMJB, a
family ombudsman or investigations office. While the
records kept by these offices are frequently minimal,
they serve as an important source of knowledge about
sexual violence because they see large numbers of
cases. Schools, like health service providers, are also
required by law to report cases of sexual violence
they encounter. In interviews, educators cited several
reasons (trust, fear of retaliation, lack of awareness
of the reporting procedures) that a teacher or dean
might not report; nevertheless, like the $PNJTBSÓB,
schools can provide key contextual information on
local dynamics of sexual violence.
The most important data collections specific to DPOGMJDU
related sexual violence are those of NGOs and advocacy
organizations. The maps below describe data shared
with us by Sisma-Mujer and the Colombian Commssion
of Jurists ($PNJTJØO$PMPNCJBOBEF+VSJTUBT, CCJ).

The differences in coverage periods, and coverage
rates, between the two organizations, are significant.
Sisma-Mujer, which records only the cases of victims
it aids directly, covers twice as many years as the CCJ.
However, CCJ data, which also include press reports
and cases reported in CINEP’s /PDIFZ/JFCMB magazine,
contain considerably more cases. Unsurprisingly, the
two data collections imply very different assessments
of both magnitude and patterns of sexual violence.
A key aspect of NGO data on sexual violence is its
extreme scarcity. In Figure 4.1, the northeastern
department of Norte de Santander shows the highest
density of reported sexual violence, with just 20 cases
over a 12-year period. Why are reports so limited? This
dynamic may be due to the reporting capacity of the
resource-limited NGOs—or, these data may reflect a
truly minimal level of conflict-related sexual violence.
We note only that, in the absence of systematically
sampled data, reports of “widespread” or “systematic”
conflict-related sexual violence in Colombia are not

Figure 4.1. NGO reports of conflict-related sexual violence
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supported by the existing data, either from NGOs or
from other sources.
In late 2010, the NGO Casa de la Mujer, in partnership with Oxfam Colombia, released a report titled
“Violencia Sexual en Contra de las Mujeres en el
Contexto del Conflicto Armado Colombiano” (4FYVBM
7JPMFODF"HBJOTU8PNFOJOUIF$POUFYUPGUIF$PMPNCJBO
"SNFE$POGMJDU), which presented results from a major
new survey of over 2,500 Colombian women. The Casa
de la Mujer/Oxfam sample is intended to represent
women in conflict-affected municipalities specifically.
However, our research team did not have access to
these data for comparison; nor is it clear that the Casa
de la Mujer results, while very valuable, provide an
accurate reflection of the population of interest (all
women aged 15-44 who lived in conflict areas between
2001 and 2009).
There are two reasons to question the representativeness of this sample. First, it is unclear to what
extent the survey administration process reflected
best practices in research on sexual violence (see
Chapter 3 above). For example, details about survey

enumeration and random sampling strategies were
not included in the summary of the report published
as of this writing. Second, and more importantly, we
note that the survey drew its sample from only 15
of the 407 municipalities in Colombia identified as
“conflict-affected.” The researchers do not provide a
description of this first stage of sampling; nor do they
provide details of the strategy used to sample individual
women within these municipalities. In consequence,
it is difficult or impossible to judge whether the
sample adequately represents the population of
interest. Representativity is a key question; unless
the representativeness of the sample can be verified,
it is premature to make claims about population-level
patterns of sexual violence.
Finally, we note that no data were collected from
women in non-conflict-affected municipalities. Thus,
like most other collections of data on sexual violence
in Colombia, this data collection cannot demonstrate
conclusively a relationship between conflict and sexual
violence. Nor does it provide comparisons between
patterns of conflict-related and non-conflict-related
sexual violence.

Comparing Colombian data sources
Table 4.2 summarizes some key aspects of the datasets
to which we had access during this study. As is clear
in the data, inconsistency between datasets is a major
characteristic of sexual violence data in Colombia. Both
incident counts and units of analysis vary considerably
across datasets, rendering the data almost entirely
incomparable. For example, some data are recorded
such that each individual act of sexual violence is
represented as a single observation; in some, the unit
of observation is instead the individual media report
(each of which could contain multiple acts of violence);
still others code by “event,” a unit of observation that
may include more than one act of violence and may
overlap with media stories. No source tells a consistent
story about sexual violence in Colombia, because each
source captures a specific (and probably quite small)
fraction of all cases of abuse.
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We note several endemic problems with these data
beyond their incomparability. Datasets that claim
national coverage often do not collect data in all
departments. The periods covered overlap very little.
Their relative sizes vary wildly. Not a single category
of crime is used consistently across all datasets; thus,
mapping one to another is difficult and in some cases
impossible. Age groups of victims captured in the
data are sometimes comprehensive, but frequently
represent only a subset of age groups, or qualitative
categories (e.g., “elderly,” “young”). Available data
capture different subsets of sexual violence not only
by age of victim, but also by reference population
(victims of domestic violence, explicitly conflict-related
sexual violence, victims with medical complications,
and so on).
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Table 4.2. Summary of Data Sources Available
Age
Categories

Perpetrator

Unit of
Analysis

Time

Space

# of
Depts.

Age

PN

2003-2010

National

32/32

None

Child, Adult

No

Crime

MPS

2005-2008

National

32/32

1-112

No

No

Medical
Consultation

28,248

FGN

2005-2010

Bogotá

1/32

0-81

No

Victim

13,935

Humanas

1992-2008

National

25/32

Yes

PGN

2005-2010

National

25/32

None

No

Yes

CCJ

1996-2008

National

18/32

None

Child, Youth,
Adult

Yes

Victim

141

Sisma

1984-2008

National

19/32

10-44

No

Yes

Victim
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Dataset

Child girl /
boy
Child, Youth,
Adult

In addition to the variation shown in Table 4.2, each
of these datasets uses a different definition of “sexual
violence.” The National Police, the Procuraduría (PGN)
and the Attorney General’s office only include rape,
distinguishing between categories of rape by age. For
example, they include “acceso carnal abusivo” and
“acceso carnal violento.”11
The CCJ includes an aggregate category called
“violencia sexual” that encompasses cases of forced
pregnancy and sexual slavery. Sisma data include five
categories: rape, sexual slavery, forced prostitution,
forced pregnancy and a general category, “acts of
sexual violence.” Humanas employs a typology that
distinguishes 15 separate forms of violence, including
forced nudity, forced contraception, attempted rape,
forced prostitution. Health data from the Ministry of
Social Protection do not include a category to code the
type of sexual violence. Data from the Oxfam/Mesa
de la Mujer survey (2010) are disaggregated by type
of sexual violence, but these data were unavailable
for direct review.
Using any of these datasets to understand patterns
of sexual violence will be misleading. For example, in

11

Yes

# Records
125,888

Press Report/
Denunciation
Disciplinary
Process

276
162

Reference
Pop.
General
Population
General
Population
General
Population
Conflict-Related
Accused Public
Employees
Socio-Political
Violence
Conflict-Related

the maps below, we compare the two largest national
datasets on sexual violence: RIPS data from the Ministry
of Social Protection (MPS) (left), and denunciations
to the National Police (right).
First, in Figure 4.2, we compare the distribution of
reports by department for the four years the two
datasets have in common, 2005-2008.
The MPS records many cases in Antioquia, where the
police receive few reports of sexual violence. Of the
three most populated departments—Cundinamarca
(Bogotá), Antioquia (Medellín), and Valle del Cauca
(Cali)—the MPS records many cases in all three,
whereas the PN only appears to have real reporting
density in Cundinamarca. On the assumption that
reporting is a simple function of population, we
calculated population rates (reported cases of sexual
violence per 100,000 inhabitants of the department)
using data from the 2005 census. These rates are
shown by department in Figure 4.3.
Comparing 2005-2008 reports from the MPS and the
PN with the results of Profamilia’s ENDS survey (2008)
produces notable divergences. Figure 4.4 displays the

In Colombia’s criminal code, the designation “abusivo” is used when the victim is a child.
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Figure 4.2. Counts of Sexual Violence Reports using Health Data and Police Data, 2005-2008

Figure 4.3. Population Rates of Sexual Violence using Health Data and Police Data, 2005-2008

ENDS results for comparison.12 Recall that the ENDS
survey asks women only if they have FWFS been raped
by someone other than their spouse or partner. MPS
and PN data, on the other hand, record incidents by
specific year of occurrence. The first map (on the left)

12

54

plots the number of cases learned about through the
survey (not the total number estimated using sample
weights). While the reports are also concentrated in
the most populated departments, Cundinamarca,
Antioquia and Valle, they show many cases throughout

These data were taken from ENDS findings published online at http://www.profamilia.org.co/encuestas/02consulta/13violencia/04violacion.htm
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the country, an observation that MPS and PN data do
not reflect. The second map (on the right) shows the
percent of women in each department who report
having been raped (by someone different from their
husbands or partnters).
ENDS data show large numbers of women throughout
the country who have suffered sexual violence, as
shown in Figure 4.4; the departments with the highest
percentages are Casanare, Guaviare, Risaralda and
Quindio. Interestingly, the latter two do not appear
at all in the 2005-2008 MPS and PN data.

Clearly, each dataset on sexual violence in Colombia
tells a different story; together, they leave us with
far more questions than answers about the patterns
and magnitude of sexual violence in Colombia. Given
that Casanare and Guaviare are departments with
notoriously strong armed group presence, we might
ask: how does conflict relate to the high rates of rape
reported there? Is it, in fact, related? We can form
any number of hypotheses, but without improved
data we simply cannot address these questions
quantitatively.

Figure 4.4. Counts and Percentages of Women Raped from Profamilia’s ENDS 2005

Missing victims, missing data,
missed opportunities
Because of limited and fragmented conceptions of
sexual violence in Colombia, official data on the subject
is largely silent on some major victim populations,
including particularly males and sex workers. This
is especially problematic in the case of wartime
sexual violence, because such populations are strongly
affected by wartime sexual violence in particular. In

addition, in several cases data that might have been
directly relevant to the study of conflict-related sexual
violence were discarded or disregarded, harming
researchers’ attempts to understand the details of
the problem. In this section we consider these missed
opportunities and discuss how data collection might
be improved.
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Missing victims: Males

Missing victims: Sex workers

Sivakumaran (2007: 255) writes:

Several interviewees alluded to high levels of sexual
violence against sex workers in Colombia, specifically
in Antioquia, Urabá and Montes de María. Yet to our
knowledge, no study has focused on the victimization of
sex workers as a group, although sex work is frequently
associated with increased risk of gender-based violence,
including rape (see, e.g., Dunkle et al. 2004, Lutnick and
Cohan 2009). As in many other conflicts, prostitution
has been associated with the Colombian armed conflict
in a number of ways. For example, Molano (2009: 12)
quotes an ex-combatant who frequented sex workers
for information, rather than for sex: “the paramilitary
chief often sent me to the [POB [brothel], where I was in
charge of talking to the women [of the brothel]. They
always know a lot and if you befriend them, they tell
what they’ve been told. The men are lazy in bed and,
to compensate, they tell things they do outside [in the
war].”13 Some sex workers entered paramilitary camps
voluntarily, but then were repeatedly raped; others
simply disappeared (as in the case of the notorious
massacre at El Tigre, Putumayo).14

*UJTHFOFSBMMZBDDFQUFEUIBUUIFSFJTBOVOEFSSFQPSUJOH
PGSBQFBOETFYVBMWJPMFODFJOHFOFSBM BOENBMFSBQF
BOENBMFTFYVBMWJPMFODFJOQBSUJDVMBS.FO<>NBZCF
MPBUIUPUBMLBCPVUCFJOHWJDUJNJ[FE DPOTJEFSJOHUIJT
JODPNQBUJCMF XJUI UIFJS NBTDVMJOJUZ  QBSUJDVMBSMZ JO
TPDJFUJFT JO XIJDI NFO BSF EJTDPVSBHFE GSPN UBMLJOH
BCPVUUIFJSFNPUJPOT"MUIPVHIUIFTFGJOEJOHTSFMBUFUP
NBMFTFYVBMWJPMFODFDPNNJUUFEJOUJNFPGQFBDF UIFSFJT
OPUIJOHUPTVHHFTUUIBUJUEPFTOPUBMTPQFSUBJOUPNBMF
TFYVBMWJPMFODFDPNNJUUFEJOUJNFPGDPOGMJDU*OEFFE 
JUNBZCFBSHVFEUIBU<UIFTFEZOBNJDT>XPVMEBQQMZB
GPSUJPSJ<TUJMMNPSFTUSPOHMZ>JOBOBSNFEDPOGMJDU XIFSF
NFOUFOEUPTFMGJEFOUJGZXJUINBTDVMJOFTUFSFPUZQFT
NPSFTUSPOHMZ

The above statement is as true in Colombia as in any
context. The groups that most frequently consider
conflict-related sexual violence (usually women’s rights
and feminist groups) have not generally studied sexual
violence against men. Profamilia’s ENDS survey only
asks women about rape. Yet even among SFQPSUFEcases
of sexual violence, men and boys make up a significant
proportion. During 2009, the International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) attended 82 victims of conflictrelated sexual abuses, of which 45 were children, 6
were men and 31 were women. An ICRC official told
us that among minor victims, boys make up as much
as 40% of the victim population (Interview, Medellín,
May 2009). Finally, according to Acción Social, one
third of the applications for administrative reparation
invoking violation against “sexual freedom or integrity”
are from men (Interview, Bogotá, April 2010). This is
a puzzling figure, and quite different from the types
of figures shown in other data sources. While these
data cannot be used as the basis for population-level
inferences, the differences between these and other
data sources deserves further investigation.

13

14
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Given that sex workers suffer sexual violence much
more frequently than many other groups, and given
the strong association of sex work to the Colombian
conflict, collecting data from this sub-population is a
potentially useful strategy for obtaining data that are
less sparse than those obtained from the population
as a whole. This has not, to our knowledge, occurred.
Additionally, some interviewees raised the hypothesis
that sexual violence against sex workers occurred
more frequently in areas with military installations;
again, no research has investigated this hypothesis
specifically. Moreover, as noted above, available health
data are insufficiently disaggregated to investigate
such a hypothesis, and our requests for disaggregated
data were denied.

Our translation from “El Bachiller (jefe paramilitar) me mandaba cada rato a la zona, donde me encargaban de conversar con las mujeres del oficio.
Ellas siempre saben mucho y si uno se hace amiga de ellas, cuentan lo que les han contado. Los hombres son flojos en la cama y par compensar
cuentan cosas que hacen fuera de ella.”
Interview, CODHES, Bogotá, May 2010; also see CODHES 2010.
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Because many cases involving sex workers occurred in
rural areas, where sex workers are not organized as they
are in urban contexts, no one has reported adequately
on their victimization. Because sex work is taboo,
families frequently do not report the disappearance
of relatives who engage in transactional sex; if they do
report, the victim is not reported as a sex worker. Sex
workers who suffer sexual violence are in this sense
doubly stigmatized.15

the Attorney General’s Office. However, according to
an official involved (a prosecutor serving in the Justice
and Peace Unit of the Attorney General’s Office whom
we interviewed), the exhumation process as it is carried
out now is primarily aimed at reclaiming corpses; the
reports are centered neither on the causes of the death
nor on the other injuries. Information present in the
gravesite is not systematically gathered. Rather, the
analysis is left to laboratory pathologists.

Missing data: Exhumations

Missing data: Demobilized combatants

By 2010, according to the Justice and Peace Unit of
the Attorney’s General Office, 3,131 bodies had been
exhumed from 2,579 gravesites via Colombia’s ongoing
exhumation process (&M $PMPNCJBOP, 9 May 2010).
Sexual violence is extremely difficult to determine
from skeletal evidence; still, useful information might
have been obtained from the exhumation process.
For example, pubis fracture could be a sign of sexual
violence. In Guatemala, indirect evidence of sexual
violence was obtained from the absence of intimate
clothing in female corpses.

According to data provided by the High Council for
Social and Economic Reintegration of Armed Persons
and Groups (in Spanish, the "MUB $POTFKFSÓB QBSB MB
3FJOUFHSBDJØO4PDJBMZ&DPOØNJDBEF1FSTPOBTZ(SVQPT
"M[BEPTFO"SNBT) from 2003 to 2010, 51,133 persons
officially left armed groups during that period, including 5,415 women, i.e., 10.6% of the total number of
demobilized combatants.

In the department of Antioquia, forensic anthropologists found that some corpses presented bullet impact
in the genitals (both in men and women), information
that could indicate a crime that was sexual in nature
(Interview, Equitas staff member, Bogotá, September
2008). Other indirect data potentially relevant to
a finding of sexual violence include position of the
bodies, the number of women in the grave versus the
number of men, and so on. However, it is important
also to note that all these indirect indicators could
be interpreted in different ways that may or may not
include sexual violence as a component of the killings;
there exists no necessary relationship between these
data and the nature of the crime committed.
Sexual violence is part of the information that ought to
be gathered in the exhumation protocol established by
15

Both male and female combatants may have been
victims of sexual violence, either by their peers or by
enemy combatants. One interviewee, who worked
with demobilized women in Ciudad Bolívar (Bogotá),
recalled reports that women combatants were obliged
to have sexual intercourse, or were raped (Interview,
National University, Bogotá, March 15, 2010).
Ex-combatants may also have QFSQFUSBUFE sexual
violence. However, no systematic research has investigated demobilized combatants’ experiences with
sexual violence, either during the armed conflict or
after; nor has the sexual and reproductive health of
ex-combatants been prioritized.
With such a population, various systematic inquiries
could be carried out or could have been carried out
during the demobilization process or afterwards. For
example:

We reviewed the declared activities of the victims of the#MPRVF/PSUF of the United Self-Defense of Colombia (AUC) with the prosecutor in charge
of the case. No one reported her activity (job) as sex work.
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t Qualitative information could have been collected
about living conditions within armed groups, and
about social and sexual practices;
t Information about their knowledge of sexual
violence practiced among the armed groups or
to the civilians could also have been gathered on
confidential basis;
t Sexual and reproductive pathologies among demobilized combatants could have been used to determine
if they were victims of sexual abuses. It could also
have served for reparation and attention purposes;
t Good information about rates of sexually transmitted diseases among demobilized combatants could
help to consider potential correlations between
armed group presence and increased STD rates.

t Voluntary examinations or interviews could shed
light on claims about forced contraception within
the FARC.
These lost opportunities may occur for many reasons.
Male victims and victims whose work is socially
stigmatized (e.g., sex workers or combatants) may not
have reported their experiences of sexual violence.
Victims who were murdered after suffering sexual
violence clearly cannot report; often, evidence of
sexual violence is difficult to obtain after death.
Finally, some victims were also perpetrators of sexual
violence. Yet each of these victim and perpetrator
categories plays a key role in the dynamics of sexual
violence in Colombia.

Current data cannot support
numerical claims
Based on our assessment of the existing data, our
key finding cannot be stated strongly enough: there
currently exists OP CBTJT for any quantitative claim
about sexual violence in Colombia at the population
level. However, this is emphatically OPU to state that
these data are useless. If analysts limit the scope of
their hypotheses, carefully considering potential biases,
quantitative data can play a role in significantly improving understandings of sexual violence in Colombia.
Yet avoiding statistical claims is not a solution. Donald
Steinberg of the International Crisis Group reported in
2008 that “we need hard numbers” to support advocacy efforts. Steinberg is, in one sense, correct: the
advocacy community increasingly believes that they
need numerical data in order to conduct successful
campaigns, whether those campaigns are designed to
prevent sexual violence, end impunity, or simply raise
awareness. However, Steinberg’s claim contains an
incorrect, if implicit, assumption, namely that “hard
numbers” are available.
Given the structural incentive to make bold claims
(see, e.g., Cohen and Hoover Green 2010, on reports
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of rape in Liberia) and the structural constraints on
sexual violence research, these reports frequently
infer too much, or generalize inappropriately, from
very limited data. In fact, as we have described above,
making concrete claims about the pattern or magnitude
of sexual violence is an exceedingly difficult endeavor,
even for researchers who do not face the additional
imperative to conduct advocacy campaigns.
Frequently such reports include a formulaic disclaimer
about limits to quantification—but such disclaimers
are frequently followed immediately by an unqualified
quantitative claim. For example, Oxfam Colombia
(2009) noted that “[t]hese figures offer only a partial
reflection of the magnitude of this problem, given that
a majority of the sources agree that sexual violence
is grossly underreported at the national level,” but
proceeded immediately to an unsupported estimate
of under-registration rates.
In our literature review of reports on conflict relates
sexual violence in Colombia, we found at least four
references to estimated proportions of underregistration. However, a search for the study or supporting
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reference leads nowhere concrete. Usually the references
lead to other reports, then on to other reports and
sometimes in full circle back to the original report
consulted. For example, Oxfam (2009) reports “up
to 90%” underregistration, citing INML reports. The
claim that “...only 9% [of women] have filed a report”
leads the United Nations Development Program’s
(UNDP’s) National Human Development Report for
Colombia in 2000, but the authors provide no support
for the estimate.
A second example of unsupported estimation is found
in reports by CERAC (2009) and Sisma (2008), each of
which cites the INML, which in turn cites a study in
the Revista Colombiana de Obstétrica y Ginecología
(Devenir 2003). All these sources refer to “95%
underregistration” of sexual violence in Colombia.
However, the original article refers to a QPTTJCMF rate
of underregistration JO UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT. The most
obviously over-specified estimate was presented in
Watchlist (2004), stating that “[e]stimates indicate
that only 17 percent of cases of sexual violence are
reported,” with no citation to any study or report.
Other reports may not specify so concretely the
possible under-registration rate, but—perhaps more
worryingly–they make unsupported claims regarding
relative patterns and severity of sexual violence. But
what do these patterns really mean? Again, given the
weakness of the underlying data, there is no way to
know whether these claims are correct. Oxfam Colombia
(2009) states, “[d]elving deeper into the data we find
that women who are indigenous, Afrocolombian or
heads of their household are the demographics most
affected by displacement.” The Defensoría del Pueblo
(2008) states that “sexual violence has become one of
the weapons of war most frequently used by the armed
actors in the Colombian internal armed conflict.” To
use “the most” or “most frequently” is to make a very
strong, and inherently quantitative, claim. Such claims
cannot be supported by existing data.
Overinterpretation of data on under-registration,
pattern and magnitude is a symptom of a broader
impulse to overinterpret data. We argue that Colombian

advocacy organizations should be quite concerned
about the phenomenon of “citation laundering,” the
recycling of figures and citations without fully vetting
their statistical validity or basic meaning. Claims about
sexual violence—for example, those regarding the
magnitude of sexual violence, its victims, or the relative
severity of sexual violence in various contexts—may
profoundly affect policy interventions and, via policy
interventions, the lives of individuals. Thus, although
statistical and quasi-statistical claims hold immense
rhetorical power, they must not be seen merely as
means of argumentation.
The technical accuracy of a given statistical claim is
also a requirement for survival in a frequently hostile
political environment. Human rights organizations find
themselves in a difficult structural position, needing
to make strong claims but subject to intense scrutiny from hostile “observers” attempting to discredit
organizations by discrediting their methods. In this
dynamic, citation laundering is as politically dangerous
as outright fabrication; advocacy organizations must
exercise caution as they evaluate other groups’ claims.
A singularly powerful actor in this arena is the
international community, broadly defined. By
“international community” we mean private and
government donors, as well as supranational organizations such as the UN. International organizations
must set realistic goals regarding data on sexual
violence, in order to avoid incentivizing—or even
requiring— counterproductive overinterpretation.
For example, the UN Security Council’s Resolution
1889 (2009) specifically requests that “relevant
United Nations bodies, in cooperation with Member
States and civil society, collect data on, analyze and
systematically assess particular needs of women
and girls in post-conflict situations.” In practice,
“collect[ing] data” has generally meant collecting RVBOUJUBUJWF data—usually convenience data.
Pursuant to this request, program requests often
rest on overinterpretations of convenience data. The
research team cautions that incentivizing the use of
data without building data collection and analysis
capacities may produce unintended consequences,
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such as factually incorrect policy decisions and loss
of credibility locally, nationally and internationally.

that such claims will damage advocacy organizations’
credibility and strengthen their adversaries.

The examples we discuss above should be understood
as examples of a much more general phenomenon,
resulting from the structural conditions faced by
advocacy organizations. In the case of wartime sexual
violence, such constraints are extremely difficult to
surmount: media outlets, jurists, policy-makers and
human rights funders all demand quantitative data, yet
quantitative data on sexual violence is extraordinarily
difficult, expensive and time-consuming to produce
responsibly. In the short term, advocates may view
unsubstantiated numerical claims or citation laundering as beneficial (Cohen and Hoover Green 2010)—but
in the long term, we are extraordinarily concerned

The solution is not a wholesale retreat from quantification. Rather, we advocate increased investment by the
international community and key human rights donors.
We advocate investment, not only in the development
of data collection and analysis techniques QFSTF, but in
specific, long-term, best-practices quantitative investigations at the local level. The benefit here is twofold:
local organizations gain national and transnational
connections as well as rigorous research skills, and the
amount of high-quality data available on this important
problem can be greatly improved. As we discuss below,
various aspects of the Colombian situation make it an
ideal starting point for such investments.
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Chapter 5

Indirect data: A way forward?

What, exactly, is indirect data? By “indirect data,” we
mean data that measure something other than the
phenomenon of interest, but which can be used to
reason about the phenomenon of interest. For example,
researchers investigating deaths of political prisoners
in Chad coded document flows as they considered
Chadian President Hissène Habré’s command and
control structure. Document flow considers who
or what office authored each document, to whom
the document was directed, and who was copied. It
is an indirect measure of command and control: on
its own, document flow neither links deaths to the
prison system nor shows that Habré knew specific
information regarding the prison system. However, in
the presence of other relevant information, including
information about daily mortality in the prison, these
document flows became an important component of
the advocacy campaign calling for a trial of former
President Habré (Silva, Klingner and Weikart 2010).
In another example, human rights advocates in the
Punjab region of India had qualitative knowledge of
the police’s involvement in forced disappearances and
killings, but were initially unable to support their beliefs
with data. However, they obtained data regarding police
purchases of firewood for use in cremations and were
able to match patterns in reported disappearances with
patterns in police firewood purchase (Silva, Marwaha
and Klingner 2009).
Indirect data are not sufficient, on their own, to
confirm patterns or magnitudes of violence, but they
can be very useful in supporting or disconfirming
researchers’ working hypotheses at the local level.
Note that indirect data, like any statistical data, never

QSPWF a hypothesis—but they can produce observations
DPOTJTUFOU with particular hypotheses, and they can
EJTDPOGJSN hypotheses.
From available direct data, we learn important details
about local dynamics of violence and individual cases
of sexual violence. However, at the population level
much remains to be determined. Given the available
data, the research team can report confidently only that
SFQPSUFE patterns of conflict-related violence, including
sexual violence, differ significantly between regions
in Colombia. However, the available information does
not allow for accurate estimates of the magnitude and
pattern of violence at the population level. In addition, conflict-related and non-conflict-related sexual
violence have proven quite difficult to disentangle,
both conceptually and empirically.
Thus, we return to the question that gave rise to this
study: can we derive additional useful information
about conflict-related sexual violence from indirect
data? Our answer is a qualified yes. The feasibility
of using indirect data to learn about sexual violence
in Colombia depends on the researcher’s goals. If the
goal is to complement, rather than supplant, direct
data collection efforts, then indirect data will be a
valuable resource as researchers piece together a more
complete picture of the violence, including sexual
violence, that has plagued the country. However,
using indirect data in isolation, as the primary source
of evidence, is not generally feasible, largely because
the traces left by sexual violence in society can be left
also by other shifts: unrelated demographic shifts,
socioeconomic, cultural, or political shifts, changes
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in resource endowments for health reporting, and
many, many others. However, as a complement to
direct evidence, indirect data can provide important
missing information; it may strengthen or question
existing hypotheses.
In considering the feasibility of using indirect data,
we must first propose several types of information
that might constitute indirect data on sexual violence.
Below we discuss a number of different indirect
information sources. We ask questions such as what
social phenomena are linked to sexual violence? What
demographic changes might be associated with sexual
violence, either locally or nationally? Does sexual
violence lead to changes in economic or educational
participation? Who knows about sexual violence but
is not expected to report? Answering such questions
is arguably simpler than directly measuring sexual
violence, but we caution that a poorly-measured proxy
variable is just as misleading as a biased direct measure.
The research team examined one potential use of
indirect data, but found no evidence that indirect data
that could be conclusively linked to sexual violence in
Colombia. We initially hypothesized that variation
in the use of the abortifacient Misoprostol could
indicate variation in the incidence of sexual violence.

However, both in the case of Misoprostol data and
more generally, our findings suggest that indirect
data are unlikely to provide clear evidence regarding
sexual violence; furthermore, such data do not offer
information on the relationship of conflict to sexual
violence. Initially, the research team hypothesized that
conflict-related sexual violence in Colombia might, like
forced disappearances in India, leave obvious traces
in quantifiable records. As we delved into the issue of
sexual violence during the Colombian conflict while
reflecting on the India example, we found no indirect
evidence that would help to understand sexual violence
in Colombia as clearly.
Below we discuss in greater detail several ways in
which indirect data might be included in the study of
wartime sexual violence in Colombia. We begin with a
general discussion of how indirect data might best be
incorporated into an investigation of sexual violence,
particularly noting the importance of forming and
testing specific, local hypotheses. Indirect data are OPU
useful for answering macro questions such as “How did
patterns of sexual violence in Colombia change over
time?” However, they may be quite useful when the
question is more specific: “Was the presence of armed
group X associated with a spike in sexual violence in
municipality Y?”

Overview: Indirect data on sexual
violence
Researchers have attempted to measure phenomena
associated with sexual violence, rather than sexual
violence directly, in a number of contexts and by a
number of methods. Most notably, Swiss and Giller
(1993) used pregnancy rates to establish a minimum
number of wartime rapes in Bosnia. According to
general health statistics, at least 1% of incidents of
unprotected sexual intercourse result in pregnancy.
Using this rate, the authors extrapolate from the
observed number of pregnancies due to rape (119)
to conclude that at least 11,900 women had been
raped during the Balkan conflict. However, Swiss and
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Giller note that the objective of their work is not to
generate exact prevalence of rape, but to use medical
data to suggest a scale of violations—a minimum
number of rapes—that cannot be determined from
individual testimonies alone or other incomplete
convenience sample data. Swiss and Jennings similarly
deduced the prevalence of rape during armed conflict
in Sarajevo by comparing the number of abortions
during conflict and before conflict (SSRC 2006). Such
a proxy measure for rape depends, however, on the
existence and reliability of pre-conflict data. Moreover,
the methods using pregnancy rates are not be able
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to address the magnitude of sexual violence that did
not involve rape.
Jennings and Swiss (2000: 5) discovered during focus
group discussions that some Liberian women had been
forced to serve as cooks for armed groups, a position
that placed them at high risk for sexual violence. By
including questions about forced domestic servitude
in their survey, the authors found that this experience
had a high correlation with rape, attempted rape, and
sexual coercion. Jennings and Swiss also caution that
this particular pattern of sexual assault associated
with domestic service may be unique to soldiers in the
Liberian civil war. Associating events or phenomena
related to sexual violence in a particular armed conflict
may therefore require a qualitative investigation on
the patterns and practices of combatants.
In addition to asking about experiences outside of
the common understanding of sexual violence, some
investigators have asked about experiences of sexual
violence against others, that may have been witnessed
by the respondent, on the assumption that respondents
might be more willing to talk about others’ experiences
than about their own (RHRC 2006:11). For example,
one study reported that 23% of respondents witnessed
an act of sexual violence, while 16% of respondents
reported having experienced sexual violence themselves
(Vinck et al. 2008). Boesten, reviewing the Truth
Commission investigation process in Peru, observed:
“few women openly testified about their experiences of
sexual violence, but both men and women referred to
the widespread occurrence of rape in the third person”
(Boesten 2010: 117).
There is some evidence to suggest that, in some
contexts, individuals might know about incidents
of sexual violence taking place around them. The
World Health Organization’s Multicountry Survey on
Domestic Violence, for example, found that women
tend to seek help from informal sources such as
family members and neighbors more often than social
service providers (Garcia Moreno et al. 2005:87). The
Program on Forced Migration and Health at Columbia
University and ChildFund International developed a

“neighborhood methodology,” which involves randomly
sampling households in a given area and asking questions regarding sexual violence experienced by the
respondent as well as sisters and neighbors (Stark et
al. 2010). Stark and colleagues implemented a similar
methodology in Northern Uganda, and found no
difference between the prevalence as calculated by
neighbors and prevalence as calculated by self-response.
Asking neighbors to report incidents of rape in their
neighborhood resulted in approximately the same
prevalence as asking householders to report their
experiences of rape directly.
The fact that no difference exists between neighbors’
responses and individuals’ self-responses cannot
confirm or disconfirm the reliability of neighborhood
methods. Indeed, Stark et al. may simply have proven
the strength of disclosure bias: victims who are already
well-known in their communities are precisely those
who have nothing to lose by reporting.
The physical effects of sexual violence have been
thoroughly documented across various armed conflicts,
and present another potential indirect indicator
of sexual violence (e.g. Swiss and Giller 1993: 614;
Amowitz et al. 2002: 520). In Sierra Leone, researchers
from Physicians for Human Rights observed that bodily
injury, sexually transmitted disease, and reproductive
complications, including miscarriages, were the most
commonly reported medical consequences of sexual
violence (Amowitz et al. 2002). Kerimova, analyzing
violence against women in Azerbaijan, noted a correlation between genital ulcers, lower abdominal pain, and
history of forced sexual intercourse (Kerimova 2003:
1069). While the physical effects may be a proxy for
sexual violence, many of the same physical problems
can be produced by other traumas (e.g., fistulas can
result from rape or problems in childbearing). Similarly,
some victims may conceal the physical outcomes of
sexual violence as part of their general effort to conceal
the fact that they have suffered the assault, thus these
indirect measures may be subject to disclosure bias.
The negative psychological impact of sexual violence
has been thoroughly documented in non-conflict and
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conflict settings (see, e.g., Johnson et al. 2008, Cardozo
et al. 2009). The RHRC has used the General Health
Questionnaire-12 (GHQ-12) to assess the psychological
distress of respondents and identify women who are
highly distressed and may benefit from a more thorough
follow-up assessment or intervention (RHRC 2006: 10).
Johnson used a 17-item PTSD Symptom Scale Interview
to assess levels of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
among respondents, and found that combatants who
had experienced sexual violence scored higher on the
PTSD Symptom Scale (Johnson et al. 2008).
As with physical symptoms, however, it can be difficult
to correlate mental distress with a specific act of sexual
violence, as opposed to other sources of trauma. Hynes
et al. (2000:821) caution: “Although several studies
have identified the health consequences for women
experiencing the traumas of war, including rape, this
research has not been able to definitively attribute
these health effects to rape alone.” Because sexual
violence in armed conflict is often accompanied by
other forms of violence and trauma, it may be difficult
to deduce incidents of sexual violence from physical or
emotional symptoms alone. This may be particularly
true where the source of information comes from
survey responses from a survivor, and not a clinical
observation from a physician, who may be able to
make distinctions between sexual violence trauma and
other injuries. More generally, the distance between
proxy measures (in this case, health or mental health
outcomes) and the phenomenon of interest (sexual
violence) seriously limits indirect analytical capacity.
Indirect data may, and typically do, suffer from the
same types of bias as do direct data. Their benefit lies
primarily in the ability to measure phenomena related
to sexual violence without (necessarily) retraumatizing
victims, exposing them to unnecessary risks, or asking
directly about taboo subjects. In addition, indirect data
may provide extremely valuable information when no
direct data are available. As we discuss below, indirect
data should be used with at least as much caution as
direct data, especially when the distance between the
phenomenon of interest and the proxy measure is high.
Like direct data, indirect data cannot be used to infer
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population level hypotheses; nor can they provide the
sole support for even the most local of hypotheses.

Key Challenges of Identifying and Measuring
Conflict-Related Sexual Violence Phenomena
Using Indirect Data Sources
Sexual violence is an elusive phenomenon, hidden
from general public view both by the victims (given
the associated stigma with such violence) and by
the perpetrators (to ensure continued impunity).
Measurement of population level social phenomena
involves the identification, classification and aggregation of individual data.
From a demographic perspective, indirect measurement
of sexual violence is challenging because, unlike classical
demographic estimation of vital events such as mortality,
fertility or migration, the phenomena of sexual violence
is not as obviously observed in the public sphere. When
people are born, marry, die or cross borders, there are
often registration processes (even though they might
themselves suffer from under-registration) or religious/
cultural rituals to mark the process. As a result, births,
deaths, marriages and migration can be identified and
located in time much more easily than acts of sexual
violence. Some kinds of sexual violence, such as forced
nudity, are committed in public to explicitly shame the
victim. However, much, perhaps most wartime sexual
violence is committed in private and therefore much
more difficult to record. Perpetrators often intend to
conceal their actions, and victims of wartime sexual
violence have many reasons to conceal their experiences.
As a result, even coarse quantitative description of the
patterns or magnitude of sexual violence is difficult.
When using indirect data sources to make inferential
conclusions about sexual violence, it is important to
understand the demographic consequences of the
different array of sexual violence phenomena. Figure
5.1 provides some generalizations, comments and
qualifications about the different manifestations of
sexual violence and how the individual level acts and
processes may aggregate across the population.
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Type of Violence

Potential Demographic Effects

Comments and Discussion

The short-term direct impact of rape during
armed conflict may result in an initial increase in the fertility rate due to an increase
in short-term unintended pregnancies.
The long-term fertility consequences of
rape during armed conflict is likely to be,
in general, ambiguous; it may or may not
affect overall fertility.

The long-term fertility consequences of rape
are likely to depend on cultural context. In
populations where rape is heavily stigmatized,
women may be discriminated by the community
and prospective partners leading to an overall
decline in their lifetime fertility. In populations
where the wartime rape is coupled with extreme
force causing long-term physical damage to the
victim’s reproductive organs, lifetime fertility
of victims may also be reduced. The age profile
of rape victims is also likely to heavily influence the impact of rape on a victim’s lifetime
fertility level, but the direction of such effects
is unknown. In societies where childbearing is
almost exclusively within marriage, unmarried
rape victims may experience diminished marriage prospects resulting in reduced expected
lifetime fertility.
The nature of this form of violence is continuous
and may involve forced intercourse with one or
many partners over a sustained period of time.

Sexual Slavery

Sexual slavery has been defined (within the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court, art. 7(2)(c)), as “repeated violation
or sexual abuse or forcing the victim to
provide sexual services as well as the rape by
the captor.” Similar to rape, the short-term
fertility consequences of sexual slavery are
likely to result in an initial increase in fertility. The long-term fertility consequences of
sexual slavery seem ambiguous given the
heterogeneity in forms of sexual slavery.
Some forms of sexual slavery are more akin
to forced prostitution, whereas other forms
resemble forced marriage. As a result, in
some situations sexual slavery may result
in an increase in fertility for the affected
women, but in other cases there may be
little or no overall effect.

Forced Abortion
and Forced
Contraception

The short-term and long-term fertility
impact of forced abortions is likely to be a
decrease in lifetime fertility of victims. This
effect is likely to be particularly pronounced
if female recruits to armed groups, who are
vulnerable to forced abortions, are mostly
women with limited educational attainment
from rural areas, because females with low
educational attainment from rural areas
tend to have, on average, high levels of
fertility in most developing countries.

Forced abortion and forced contraception have
mostly been reported to be practiced by nonstate actor insurgent groups and paramilitaries
as part of their repertoire of violence against
female combatants.

Rape
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Type of Violence

Potential Demographic Effects

Comments and Discussion
Forced nudity has been reported during several (e.g., the Peruvian conflict, the Liberian
conflict). In most situations, forced nudity is
usually accompanied with other forms of sexual
violence (such as rape and sexual slavery).

Forced Nudity

Given that forced nudity is intended to
publicly humiliate the victim, it may lead to
reduced opportunities for marriage for the
affected women in some communities. As a
result, it may result in reduced fertility, due
to the shame and humiliation imparted on
the victim. However it is likely that, given
forced nudity is often perpetrated in concert
with other forms of sexual violence, that
the accompanying forms of sexual violence
(such as rape and sexual slavery) are likely
to have a notable effect on the victim’s short
and long-term fertility outcomes.

Mutilation of
Sexual Organs

Injury to the sexual organs is likely to result
in reduced ability to become impregnated,
conceive and/or carry a foetus to term. Thus
resulting in lower overall fertility to those
women affected by this form of violence.

In Sierra Leone and Liberia, for example, there
have been reports of the mutilation of victim’s
sexual organs. Such mutilation may result in
temporary or permanent damage to the sexual
and reproductive organs of the victim.

Figure 5.1 shows the complexity and ambiguity
of the various short- and long-term demographic
consequences for different forms of sexual violence.
In particular, assessment of the demographic impact
of sexual violence is complicated by confounding
factors. In addition to the challenges of identifying and
measuring such phenomena due to potential stigma
which victims face, sexual violence often occurs in
conjunction with other forms of violence and human
rights violations. This makes it complicated to attribute
population effects to a single form of violence.
In addition to the potential for confounding factors, the
overall effect on fertility may be low. Holmes et al (1996)
reported that the national rape-related pregnancy rate
in the United States is 5.0% per rape among victims
of reproductive age (aged 12 to 45). In contrast, an
expert mission commissioned by the United Nations
to evaluate the magnitude of rape during the early
1990’s in the Former Yugoslavia, relied on published
estimates by Cates and Blackmore, which suggests a
pregnancy rate of about 1 per 100 acts of rape, that
is, five times less likely than the U.S. estimate.
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There can be much heterogeneity in the reproductive
health and sexual practices within national populations.
Protracted conflict dynamics are likely to affect such
processes as the marriage market, household formation,
fertility intentions and preferences, fertility outcomes,
and household composition and resource allocation.
McGinn (2000) has noted that reproductive health
practices may differ substantially among populations
in settled situations, IDP and refugee camp settings,
as well as unsettled situations during armed conflicts.
Such heterogeneity poses substantial challenges to
the indirect measurement of phenomena such as
sexual violence during armed conflict. As changes in
population level aggregates may be a result of this
heterogeneity as opposed to the direct outcome of
large-scale acts of sexual violence.
Some of the demographic effects resulting from
different forms of sexual violence operate in opposite
directions. For example, the short-term fertility impact
and population size effects of forced abortions are
likely to lead to a decrease in lifetime fertility of the
victims and thus a reduction in overall population size.

Chapter 5. Indirect data: A way forward?

However, forms of sexual violence such as rape and
sexual slavery are likely to lead to an initial increase
in fertility levels. In order to use observed population
outcomes (such as fertility or population size) to make
conclusions about conflict-related sexual violence based
on indirect data, the analyst needs to decompose these
contradictory effects. Further, the long-term fertility
and population consequences are likely to be subject
to great uncertainty (measured as statistical error).
Such long-term demographic consequences are likely
depend heavily on whether the victim is at the early
stages of her reproductive life (e.g., aged in her teenage
years or early twenties) or towards its end (i.e., aged

in her mid to late forties). Thus specific knowledge
or assumptions about the age-pattern of victims of
different forms of sexual violence is needed.
In conclusion, while indirect demographic data may be
useful and appealing, given the challenges associated
with the collection of direct data on sexual violence,
inferential conclusions based on such indirect data
sources about the magnitude and pattern of sexual
violence require either additional data or strong assumptions about the nature and relative magnitude
of different forms of sexual violence, as well as the
age-profile of the victim population.

Using indirect data: best practices
Imagine that you, the researcher, have a significant
collection of indirect data, for example data on sexually
transmitted diseases, that may provide evidence about
conflict-related sexual violence. These data cover
several years in one municipality. Imagine also that
a particular armed group was present for portions of
the period for which you have data. In this section,
we consider how these data might be used responsibly
to investigate a local hypothesis or questions, for
example: did the armed group in question commit
sexual violence in the municipality? In the discussion
below, we propose three standards for responsible
indirect data use: specificity, complementarity and
iterative testing.
4QFDJGJDJUZ means using indirect data only in situations
where the research question is specific and localized.
As we state above, inferences about large populations
are not currently possible with quantitative data.
However, the researcher who has access to local data
and a rich knowledge of local contexts may be able to
employ indirect data usefully. Based on what we know
of particular armed groups and particular locations–and
indeed, particular sexually transmitted diseases—we
can generate specific observational implications of our
hypothesis. For example, if we hypothesize that armed
group X committed sexual violence during the time it
was stationed in the community, this implies that rates

of reported sexual violence should rise during periods
when armed group X was present in the municipality.
Several issues with this observational implication
arise immediately. If the expected correlation between
higher STD rates and armed group presence appears in
the data, critical researchers would ask whether some
factor other than the armed group presence caused
the higher reported STD rates. What if, for example,
armed group control of the community was associated
with increased order and stability, allowing more STD
sufferers access to medical treatment? If the expected
correlation is not observed, a critical observer should
ask: what if sexual violence and sexually transmitted
disease rates rose, but some factor (violence, social
stigma, decline in clinic resources, unavailability of
drugs for treatment) depressed reporting rates during
group X’s period of control? More generally, researchers
must actively seek alternative causal theories that
explain observed data equally well. Were women
voluntarily engaging in sexual intercourse with the
armed group? Was there an increase in sexual services
to the group? Are there any other reasons why STDs
could have gone up in a time or place independent of
sexual violence by the armed group?
$PNQMFNFOUBSJUZ means that the researcher uses indirect
data only to complement other sources and types of data.
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Considering alternative explanations requires significant
local knowledge. Whether or not a hypothesis is plausible
may turn on details that cannot be found in quantitative
data and must be sought elsewhere–for example, oral
histories about the community’s traditional practices
of intimate relationships, or community knowledge
about other migrants to the region who may have been
infected with the STD in question. Complementarity
is impossible without specificity.
Has there been a new incentive for people infected with
an STD to report or seek attention at hospitals that was
not present before? To return to our example, while
quantitative data on STDs cannot distinguish between
alternative hypotheses, some alternative hypotheses
can be ruled out qualitatively. For example, researchers
might interview key informants for information
about levels of order and stability during the time
that group X was in the municipality. They might
search administrative records for population changes
that occurred during the period of the armed group’s
control. This qualitative information might then
change, or indeed reinforce, our initial assessment
of quantitative data.
*UFSBUJWF UFTUJOH refers to the multiple “rounds” of
investigation that are required to test a given hypothesis
about patterns of sexual violence. In addition to our
initial indirect data, our specific local hypothesis,
and complementary qualitative data, researchers
frequently require additional quantitative data in order
to distinguish between causal theories. Iterative testing
might include gathering additional direct data (e.g.,
performing a survey) or seeking out further indirect
indicators. For example, if group X was said to carry
a TQFDJGJD sexually transmitted disease (rather than
disease more generally), we might hypothesize that
rates of that specific STD should spike during or after
the armed group’s presence, and increase our focus on
that particular disease.
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Similarly, if we believed that the armed group was
attacking women who regularly participated in some
activity (walking to school; selling in a market), then
we would hypothesize changes in those groups’ rates
of STD, rather than the rates specific to other groups.
If the armed group was reported to have targeted a
specific group of women, did demographic changes
reflect those women leaving or engaging in other
protective activities? Did adolescent girls “disappear”
from school registers and/or show increased fertility
rates that were correlated with the presence of the
armed group?
Considering the available data, local circumstances
and alternative explanations may clarify the need for
new investigations. For example, if specific segments
of the population are unlikely to report STD infection
and also unlikely to report sexual violence, further
data collection is necessary. Researchers must ask
who, if anyone, has access to the groups in question,
and whether a more intricately designed survey
or interview technique can improve reporting. If
not, additional data collection may include seeking
elites from the group in question, in order to gain
knowledge about the absence of data: does it reflect
an absence of sexual violence, or simply refusal or
reluctance to report? Such data collection must be
designed with previous findings in mind; it must also
tread carefully in order not to reproduce the bias in
the existing data. The process of creating, testing
and refining local hypotheses can be iterated any
number of times.
In the following section, we consider a case study
on indirect data use from the Colombian context. In
particular, we investigate a hypothesis that sexual
violence might be indirectly measured using data
on the sale and use of a stomach remedy that also
induces abortion.
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Indirect data case study: Misoprostol
use
Our case study concerned the abortifacient drug
Misoprostol. During the initial interview process, some
respondents hypothesized that Misoprostol use might
be an effective indirect measure for conflict-related
sexual violence. As we describe in this section, however,
we established that data on Misoprostol use and
Misoprostol sales could not be used this way.

Background
In May 2006, the Colombian Constitutional Court
decriminalized abortion in three cases: (1) when the
fetus’ health is endangered; (2) when the health of
the mother is at risk; and (3) when the pregnancy is
the result of sexual violence (Decision C-355, May
10, 2006). Still, abortion remains extremely taboo
in Colombia, and women who have suffered sexual
violence encounter many obstacles in seeking legal
abortion. In addition to the considerable legal obstacles,
many physicians refuse to provide abortions, citing the
right to conscientious objection. Still more disturbingly, deaths due to lack of medical assistance have
also been reported in cases of incomplete abortion;
in such cases, physicians refuse to promptly attend
the woman on the suspicion that the incomplete
abortion was intentionally self-induced (Interview,
Grupo Jurídico de Antoquia, 2010). Finally, in some
cases authorization for the procedure took so long that
abortion was effectively ruled out due to advanced
fetal age. For these reasons and many others, many
women still abort illegally even if their pregnancy is
the result of a rape.
Misoprostol is a gastrointestinal drug, which produces vaginal hemorrhages and uterine dilatation
if administered to pregnant women.1 In 2007, the
National Institute for Drugs and Food Surveillance
1

(INVIMA by its Spanish acronym) authorized the use
of Misoprostol in legal abortions provided by hospitals
(Acta 20/2007). In addition, its abortifacient properties
are well known among women in many, if not most,
areas of Colombia. Consequently, it is often used outside
any medical supervision. Indeed, because Misoprostol
is sold at lower prices than pregnancy tests, women
frequently use it as a form of emergency contraception.
In Colombia, Misoprostol or Citotec is considered as a
restricted “special control” drug (Resolution 004651
[December 15, 2005] of the Colombian Ministry of
Social Protection). As such, it is supposed to be sold
only by prescription, and its importation, distribution
and sale is ostensibly under the control of the National
Drug Fund (Fondo Nacional de Estupefacientes).
Initially, we hypothesized that Misoprotol could be an
indirect data source for the practice of illegal abortions,
together with INML information on fetus’ deaths due
to drug intoxication. If available, data on the sale of
Misoprostol (outside hospitals) could indicate abortion
practices in a given place and in a defined time period.
A sharp rise in abortions in a specific area or time
frame could indirectly indicate sexual violence; indirect
indications of sexual violence coupled with evidence
of armed group presence would be consistent with a
hypothesis that a given armed group committed sexual
violence considerably “above baseline.”

Data on Misoprostol use
Lack of accurate data presented the most serious
obstacle to our use of Misoprostol data to proxy sexual
violence. First, as Swiss and Giller (1993) report,
pregnancies resulting from sexual violence are rare;
in addition, not all women who become pregnant as
a result of sexual violence will abort, reducing the
odds that data, if they were available, would show
any discernible trend. Second, although Misoprostol
is ostensibly a restricted-use drug, it does not seem
that the Colombian state (or other authorities) exercise

In the United States, Misoprostol is used as the second step in chemical abortion, after Mifepristone (popularly known as RU-486). (See, e.g., US
Food and Drug Administration information on Mifepristone at http://www.fda.gov/drugs/drugsafety/postmarketdrugsafetyinformationforpatientsandproviders/ucm111323.htm.)
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strict control over its sales. This has allowed the
development of a thriving over-the-counter black
market in Misoprostol. Even in cases with registered
buyers, it is difficult to distinguish the purpose of a given
purchase. As a consequence, data from regional health
departments are likely to be incomplete. A survey of
local pharmacists might produce clearer answers, but
disclosure bias would likely distort those results as well.

Alternative hypotheses
Assuming for the moment that significant amounts
of data on patterns of Misoprostol purchase could be
obtained (we do not believe this to be the case), could
these data distinguish increases in sexual violence
associated with the conflict? Data showing no increase
in Misoprostol purchase would be entirely inconclusive,
because of the biases considered above.
Data that showed increases in Misoprostol use outside
the normal range of (reported) variation DPVME support
a hypothesis of increased sexual violence, but—as we
described above—only in TQFDJGJD locations and times,
only as a DPNQMFNFOU to other data, and only after
repeated (JUFSBUJWF) rounds of hypothesis testing. The
first step in our investigation, given an initial finding
of increased reported Misoprostol use, would be the
generation of alternative hypotheses also consistent
with that observation. For example:
t Was the increase in Misoprostol use actually a
result of increased abortion? Or did it coincide
with, for example, an outbreak of communicable
gastrointestinal illness?
t Was the increase in Misoprostol use actually a result
of increased abortion? Or did it coincide with, for
example, the unavailability of medical personnel
to perform surgical abortions, suggesting that the
overall abortion rate was constant?
t Assuming that increased Misoprostol use was a
result of increased abortion, was the increase a
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result of unplanned pregnancies due to voluntary
sexual relations with the armed group?
t Assuming that increased Misoprostol use was a
result of increased abortion, was the increase a result
of an increase acceptance of abortion as a response
to unplanned pregnancy? Is increased Misoprostol
use the result of substituting Misoprostol for some
previously-used technique?
t Assuming that increased Misoprostol use was
a result of increased abortion, was the increase
a result of an increase in non-conflict-related
sexual violence, perhaps secondary to generalized
insecurity?
t Assuming that increased Misoprostol use was a
result of increased abortion, was the increase a result
of generalized financial and physical insecurity
associated with the conflict, rather than directly
perpetrated violence?
t The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
('VFS[BT "SNBEBT 3FWPMVDJPOBSJBT EF $PMPNCJB or
FARC) are reported to have practiced forced abortion
within their ranks. Is increased abortion due to the
local presence of FARC troops?
These are only a few of the many causal chains that
could appear in the data as an association between
armed group presence and Misoprostol use. If
researchers were to obtain significant amounts of
data related to Misoprostol use, these data could
not be responsibly analyzed without significant
additional investigation. In particular, researchers would be obligated not only to assess the
accuracy of the data themselves, but to consider
the possibility that non-conflict sexual violence,
or non-sexual-violence health issues, caused the
finding. As we noted in the preceding section,
these types of complementary investigations are
best performed in a specific locality, with respect
to a specific local hypothesis.
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Potential local investigations
Complementary investigations that might strengthen
the link between Misoprostol use and sexual violence
would include oral histories with local leaders, including
medical personnel, religious leaders and—perhaps
most importantly— pharmacists, who dispense
the drug most frequently. Focusing on the specific
period of time in which Misoprostol use appears to
have increased, researchers might ask: was there an
epidemic of gastrointestinal illness around that time?
Did something happen that caused doctors or nurses
to leave? What was the gender balance of people who
bought Misoprostol then? Did anyone buy a lot at a time?
Qualitative questions like these can help identify
gaps in the data, as well as distinguishing between
alternative hypotheses. If local leaders suggest that
abortion, including chemical abortion, is extremely
taboo, this might strengthen a secondary hypothesis

that data indicating no increase in Misoprostol use
are incomplete. Qualitative reports of a strong black
market in Misoprostol might have the same substantive
effect. Such questions may suggest further necessary
data collection and hypotheses, that is, they may—and
probably should—lead to JUFSBUJWFUFTUJOH procedures.
However, we emphasize that, at least for the moment,
all these potential investigations remain entirely
hypothetical. Prior to any consideration of the alternative explanations outlined above, such an investigation
requires reliable data on Misoprostol purchase or
use, and this information is simply unavailable, for a
multitude of reasons. In line with our general finding
on indirect data, we find that employing data on
Misoprostol use as a proxy for sexual violence is
not feasible at the moment, but that specific, local
investigations, using a number of approaches to the
hypotheses in question, could employ Misoprostol
data effectively if such data were available.

Indirect Data: Conclusions
Indirect data can be startlingly useful under the
correct circumstances. However, they can also be
extremely misleading; the fact that a measurement
is indirect does not exempt that measurement from
the considerations discussed above in Chapter 3.
To restate our main finding: at the present time,

we know of no indirect data source that could serve
as a basis for inferences about the level, pattern, or
causes of sexual violence in Colombia. However, we
are optimistic that this type of data will emerge; when
it does, its analytical and rhetorical effectiveness will
rely on careful, responsible inferences.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Our research process, beginning with an in-depth
investigation of indirect traces of sexual violence,
eventually led to much a broader reflection on the utility
of various data sources (both “direct” and “indirect”
sources) in making claims about sexual violence during
armed conflicts. In addition, the research process
clarified complex methodological challenges hidden
behind available data. Sexual violence researchers
should be asking, consistently and rigorously, what
influences the evidence of sexual violence to which we
have access. For example, we must ask: whatEPOUwe
know, and why? What might the gaps in our knowledge
themselves tell us about how that knowledge was
created? What might it tell us about the (unknown)
underlying distribution of violence? In short, how did
the data collection process influence the data? Much
of this paper will discuss variation in data-generation
and data-analysis processes across multiple Colombian
institutions. We believe a better understanding of the
current state of our information is fundamental to
improvements in data analysis going forward.
We argue that both direct and indirect quantitative
data can improve our knowledge about sexual violence
in conflict and post-conflict settings. However, such
improvements require a nuanced description of the
limitations, as well as the power, of each individual data
source. We argue that interpretations are necessarily
local in scope, and that even local findings cannot be
reached without both qualitative and quantitative data,
as well as significant local expertise. Nevertheless, as
we explain below, we are encouraged at the possibility
of using quantitative data as a component of studies
that lead to improved understandings of sexual

violence, including conflict-related sexual violence,
in Colombia.

Lessons learned
Beginning from an initial research question regarding
the feasibility of indirect data for studying conflictrelated sexual violence in Colombia, our research team
has been confronted with a number of methodological
insights, some very encouraging and some less so.
These lessons learned include general observations
on the state of sexual violence research as well as
specific questions and considerations in the Colombian
context. Below, we summarize our key findings and
present recommendations.

Complex, heterogeneous reporting patterns
Patterns of sexual violence in Colombia appear to be
extremely complex and heterogeneous, although the
heterogeneity in the true patterns of sexual violence
cannot be definitively distinguished from variations in
the reporting. Assessing, and in some cases acknowledging, this heterogeneity is among the most difficult
tasks facing human rights advocates in Colombia. As
we document above, Colombian organizations have
collected a significant amount of data, documenting
a number of contexts in which sexual violence occurs.
However, not all of these contexts can be tied to conflict,
or even to armed actors. In consequence, we can say
little regarding national trends or comparisons.
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A second key area of ambiguity concerns the definitional
issues surrounding both sexual violence QFS TF and
conflict-related sexual violence as a sub-category.
Organizations in Colombia may collect information on radically different occurrences, categorizing
them as “sexual violence” without forming consistent
definitions of which cases are, or are not, conflictrelated. Understanding which sexual violence is “really”
conflict-related in a country beset by both conflict
and endemic domestic and sexual violence represents
a serious challenge for research on conflict-related
sexual violence. In our opinion, significant further
research is needed into the differential characteristics
and effects of conflict-related and non-conflict-related
sexual violence.
While patterns of sexual violence in Colombia are quite
complex, patterns of sexual violence SFQPSUJOH may be
still more complex. Acknowledging this complexity, and
its effects on our understandings of sexual violence, is
perhaps the most important lesson for researchers and
advocates who work on conflict-related sexual violence.
As we document above, conflict circumstances, as well
as local cultural norms, strongly affect patterns of
reporting. At this point, although acknowledgement of
complexity is a key lesson, we cannot say definitively
what these effects may be. We cannot estimate which
regions, localities or victim groups are most affected
by under- (and, indeed, over-) reporting.

Benefits of local inquiry
Both the true variations of patterns of violence and
the unpredictability of reporting levels imply that
national-level assessments of sexual violence are likely
to be biased in unpredictable ways. Consequently, as we
emphasize above, no broad, national understanding of
patterns is forthcoming in the near term. At the micro
level, however, biases in the data may be somewhat
simpler to understand and predict, largely because
data gathering organizations can partner with local
experts to understand key contextual issues (e.g.,
religion, local customs and norms, local history) that
may affect differential patterns of reporting.
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In addition, more data may be available at the local
level than at the national level, and such data may be
used to confirm or disconfirm specific hypotheses. For
example, local authorities such as educators, religious
leaders, the family ombudsman for the municipality,
and others may have a wealth of qualitative and quasiqualitative information to offer, any or all of which
may prove important to the inclusion or exclusion of
specific hypotheses.
Another benefit of local investigation is that working
with small populations over extended periods allows
researchers to gain access and trust, to increase the
analytical rigor of their data collection strategies,
and perhaps most importantly, to generate specific
hypotheses using local expertise. Our literature review
reveals that small-scale investigations (including smallscale random sample investigations such as Swiss et
al. 1998) may ameliorate problems of underreporting
and selection bias somewhat.
We conclude on the basis of these findings that careful, detailed local investigations, while they will not
immediately yield national policy solutions, will be
more accurate than broader studies, and consequently
will provide a stronger basis for long-term research
and policy.

Limitations of quantitative data, including
indirect data
Complexities of pattern and reporting, as well as the
advantages of carefully designed local investigations,
suggest a further lesson: neither direct nor indirect
quantitative data can provide a complete understanding
of sexual violence, including conflict-related sexual
violence. Indeed, as we argued above and re-emphasize
here, RVBOUJUBUJWFEBUBDBOOPUDVSSFOUMZCFVTFEBTUIF
CBTJTPGDMBJNTBCPVUUIFQBUUFSOPSNBHOJUVEFPGTFYVBM
WJPMFODFJO$PMPNCJB
Increased understanding is possible using quantitative data, including indirect data. As we emphasize
above, though, quantitative data should complement
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investigations using various kinds of data and analytic
approaches, rather than serving as the main evidence of
sexual violence. In addition, such investigations must
be local in scope if either qualitative or quantitative
data are to be fully understood.
This study reveals that confidence in numerical data
is frequently misplaced. Quantitative information
is very much in demand as advocates attempt to
make a case about their area(s) of interest, but the
search for quantitative “proof” often leads to misuse
of incomplete or biased data. As we show above,
many analyses of Colombian data on conflict-related
sexual violence are insufficiently rigorous. Both the
data and the literature reviewed above suggest that
analyses of sexual violence, including conflict-related
sexual violence, understand limitations of data
before attempting to make an argument on the
basis of data.

Opportunities and recommendations
Don’t overclaim
We note a worrying disconnect between available
quantitative and qualitative data, on the one hand,
and generalizations from these data, on the other.
With few exceptions, the data available to measure
sexual violence in Colombia, including conflict-related
sexual violence, are not designed for generalizability.
These sources describe only the population directly
recorded in the data. Of particular concern are specific
quantitative or quasi-quantitative claims regarding
the pattern (e.g., “systematic”) or magnitude (e.g.,
“widespread”) of sexual violence in Colombia, which
cannot be supported or defended using existing
data. In particular, we wish to draw attention to the
politicization of debates about conflict casualties in
Colombia (see, e.g., discussion in Price and Guzmán
2010), and to the fact that analysts antagonistic to
human rights organizations can and will attempt to
discredit advocates’ claims by criticizing their statistical
methods.

Consequently, our first recommendation to advocates and other analysts of sexual violence is: avoid
overclaiming. We strongly encourage users of data
on sexual violence in Colombia to be cautious and
rigorous about findings regarding sexual violence,
particularly claims related to the legal requirements
for international crimes. Indeed, at this time no
quantitative data support claims about conflict-related
sexual violence at the national level; hence, we urge
advocates to focus on specific, local hypotheses rather
than population level claims.

Don’t incentivize overclaiming
As we noted above, the data basis of many claims
regarding conflict-related sexual violence in Colombia
is weak. For example, the claim that sexual violence
is “widespread” or “systematic” in the Colombian
internal conflict may be true, but cannot be established
on the basis of existing evidence. We note also that
local and national organizations advocating against
sexual violence have strong incentives to make such
claims. Thus, we call on those who institutionalize such
incentives (the international community and human
rights donors, for example) to reconsider demands for
quantitative data in the short term.
In the long term, we recommend large investments in
local methodological expertise. By “building local expertise” we do not mean training in statistical analysis,
but rather increased clarity regarding the origins and
limits of human rights datasets. Best practices such as
generating alternative hypotheses and understanding
potential biases are logical, rather than technical, in
nature, but it could lead to substantial improvements
in advocates’ capacity to make defensible claims.
Human rights organizations are not, and need not
be, statistical experts, but local human rights leaders
must understand the limitations of their information,
and potential paths to improved information. In an
era of quantitative data and rhetoric, human rights
advocates will contend with antagonists who are
politically biased against human rights complaints
and methodologically savvy.
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To support such initiatives, the international community and the community of donors in human
rights must, themselves, understand the limitations of quantitative data. They must, in addition,
carefully consider the incentives they provide. Are
these incentives aimed toward long-term goals of
understanding sexual violence and ending impunity?
Or are they aimed toward showing, in the near term,
that a particular location or issue faces the most dire
emergency? If the structure of incentives leans toward
short-term production of “big” claims rather than
long-term production of knowledge, the international
community bears responsibility for our general lack
of understanding.

Use a multidisciplinary approach
Above, we explained the importance of iterative
testing with quantitative data (and specifically, with
indirect data). In addition to the development and
consideration of alternative hypotheses, the iterative
testing approach requires going well beyond the data,
qualitative or quantitative, that may have motivated
the original hypothesis. Similarly, the complementarity requirement suggests that, in many instances,
iterative testing will require data well beyond the
initial quantitative assessment. Indeed, given the
difficulty of documenting sexual violence, and the
incompleteness of any given data source, approaching
the phenomenon from multiple analytical angles
holds clear advantages.
Taking multiple approaches to each hypothesis is not
only analytically beneficial; it clarifies the multiple
ways in which barriers to reporting sexual violence
in Colombia can be overcome. Sexual violence leaves
a number of imprints upon society, both obvious and
subtle. To assess them accurately, multidisciplinary
thinking—though not necessarily a multidisciplinary
research team—is required. Our recommendation
is not that every researcher work with a team of
lawyers, statisticians and social scientists, but that
every researcher consider many sources and types of
information regarding sexual violence.
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Conduct rigorous, local studies
Analysts of sexual violence, far from attempting a
unified population level approach to measuring sexual
violence, should rely heavily on the qualitative and
contextual knowledge of local experts. This type of
local expertise is vital, because reliance on a single data
collection and estimation strategy (or, indeed, a single
type of data) is likely to lead to biased representations
of the nature, scale and pattern of all conflict-related
sexual violence.
As we suggested above in our local examples, limited
periods of time and limited areas offer researchers their
best chance at the type of interdisciplinary richness
that allows for meaningful assessment of quantitative
data. Analyses that employ quantitative data on sexual
violence cannot reach responsible conclusions at broad
(national, departmental or regional) levels. However,
when research focuses on specific, local hypotheses,
assessments of data quality, biases, alternative hypotheses and other key factors can employ qualitative
information of many sorts. Indeed, at the local level
specific hypotheses may generate a plan for further
quantitative data gathering. Together, these types of
investigation can lead to useful, rigorous conclusions
regarding the local dynamics of sexual violence.
In time, we expect that increased expertise at the local
level may lead to improved comparative studies (e.g.,
across municipalities). Existing comparative claims
(e.g., “department X has more sexual violence than
department Y”) is generally based on overinterpretation
of data unsuitable for population level statistical
inferences.

Continue researching sexual violence in
Colombia
Some observers may view Colombia as an unlikely
location for research on conflict-related sexual violence,
due to the complexity and heterogeneity described in
this report. However, in our assessment, heterogeneity
may provide important advantages to researchers. For
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example, comparing varying patterns of violence—or
of reporting about violence—across relatively similar
communities is possible within a country but quite
difficult in the cross-national context, because so
many factors may confound the investigation. In
addition, this heterogeneity across localities may
provide important evidence about the varying effects,
as well as the varying causes, of differing patterns of
reporting and sexual violence during conflict.
Additionally, our research demonstrates the extraordinary strength of Colombian civil society, its engagement
with the issues, and its ability to effect change. Many
state institutions function well on a day-to-day basis,
which improves the accuracy and accessibility of

data. Low levels of violence in many areas of the
country increase researchers’ access to conflicted zones
and thereby reduce the severity of reporting issues.
Colombia provides a unique combination of rich data
and (relatively) accessible conflict areas.
Most importantly, we urge continued investigations
in marginalized populations that may be targeted
for sexual violence, including indigenous and AfroColombian communities. The recent rape and murder
of a fourteen-year-old girl in the department of Arauca,
apparently by members of the Colombian army (see El
Espectador 2011), also highlights the need for increased
investigation of sexual violence by all parties to the
conflict, state and non-state.
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Appendix A

Attempts to obtain official data
on sexual violence

Article 23 of the Colombian Constitution guarantees the
right “to submit respectful petitions to the authorities
on the grounds of general or specific interest, and to
obtain a prompt answer.” In order to gather as much
information about sexual violence as possible, our
research team sent 49 separate requests for information to national, regional and local institutions.1 We
requested all information about sexual violence and
other crimes for the years 1990 to 2010, and requested
that the information be disaggregated by sex, age,
department and municipality, year, and perpetrator.
Eleven responses to our requests contained concrete,
disaggregated information. These responses included
those from specialized organizations such as health
administrations, the National Planning Department,
the criminal information system of the National
Police, the Procurator General’s Office, the Sexual
Unit of Bogotá Attorney General’s Office, and the
Colombian Family Welfare Institute. Some of these
institutions granted access to their raw data. Nine
additional offices responded with broad, aggregate
statistics that could not be used as part of our analysis.
Other organizations failed to respond or repeatedly
shuffled our requests between units. The Ministry
of Defense, Acción Social, and the Justice and Peace
Unit of the Attorney General’s Office employed this
technique. Several regional and local administrations
(e.g., El Carmen de Bolívar, Cartagena) also failed to
1

answer. In contrast, the local health administrations
of the departments of Antioquia and Sucre, and the
cities of Medellín, Bogotá and Sincelejo, responded
quickly and with evident effort and interest. Perhaps
not coincidentally, our most favorable responses were
from regional agencies we had previously visited.
From this very small sample, we observe that information from government agencies seems to be the most
challenging to obtain. The majority of government
institutions did not respond to requests for data.
Obtaining data related to the internal armed conflict
(such as data on displacement, human rights violations
cases, administrative reparations, on demobilized and
armed forces) proved especially difficult.
We note in particular the dearth of information from
within the Colombian military establishment regarding
sexual violence. In many regions of the country, human
rights advocates have lodged complaints of sexual violence
perpetrated by military forces against civilian populations,
especially adolescent girls and indigenous women. Until
the subject was raised by the international community,
the Colombian military appears not to have considered
the issue or attempted to solve the problem. We found
no research specifically analyzing the impact of the
Army’s presence near a civilian population upon sexual
and reproductive health in that population. To assess the
availability of indirect data to that respect, we requested

The research team submitted habeas data requests to the Ministry of Defense, Health Ministry, Attorney General’s Office, Procurator General’s
Office, specialized entities such as Acción Social, National Planning Department, the Colombian Family Welfare Institute and National Police.
Information requests were sent as well to municipal and regional administrative offices in charge of public order, health and education in five
different types of municipalities in several areas of the country: Bogotá (Cundinamarca), Medellín (Antioquia), Sincelejo (Sucre), El Carmen de
Bolívar (Bolívar), Cartagena (Bolívar) and their respective regional administrations (except Cundinamarca).
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official information on STDs among military personnel,
but received no answer.
According to an interviewee at the National Health
Institute, information from the military hospitals—for
example, on STDs suffered by state combatants—is
confidential.
Accessing disaggregated data is also a challenge.
Much of the data received in response to our official
requests for information could not be disaggregated as
requested. In addition, most government organizations
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appear not to have kept digital records before the year
2000 (or, in some cases, later). Thus, researchers are
unable to confirm or disconfirm an apparent increase
in violence during the 1990’s and early 2000’s. The
fact that more recent information JT available digitally
undoubtedly results from technological improvements.
It may also be a result of the Uribe administration’s
insistence upon the use of numerical data in national
debates, including debates over human rights. While
such modernization is a useful development, we
caution that the data themselves must be produced
transparently and made available for public scrutiny.
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Abbreviations

CAIVAS

Centro de Atención Integral a las Víctimas de Violencia Sexual (Comprehensive Care Center for Victims of Sexual
Violence)

CERAC

Centro de Recursos para el Análisis de Conflictos (Conflict Analysis Resource Center)

CINEP

Centro de Investigación y Educación Popular (Investigation and Popular Education Center)

CODHES

Consultoría para los Derechos Humanos y el Desplazamiento (Consultancy for Human Rights and Displacement)

CPdV

Corporación Punto de Vista

CTI

Cuerpo Técnico de Investigación (Technical Investigation Unit)

DHS

Demographic and Health Survey

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

ENDS

Encuesta Nacional de Demografía y Salud (Demographic and Health Survey)

EPS

Entidad Promotora de Salud (Health Promotion Entity = entity in charge by law of offering health services)

FARC

Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia)

FGN

Fiscalía General de la Nación (Attorney General’s Office)

GBV

Gender-based violence

HRP

The Benetech Human Rights Project

ICBF

Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar (Colombian Family Welfare Institute)

ICRC

International Red Cross Committee

ICC

International Criminal Court

INML

Instituto Nacional de Medicina Legal y Ciencias Forenses (National Institute of Legal Medicine and Forensic Science)

INS

Instituto Nacional de Salud (National Health Institute)

IRR

Inter-Rater Reliability

MPS

Ministerio de Protección Social (Ministry of Social Protection)

MSE

Multiple Systems Estimation

MSF

Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors Without Borders)

NGO

Non-governmental organization

OSI

Open Society Institute

PGN

Procuraduría General de la Nación (Procurator General’s Office)

PN

Policía Nacional (National Police)

RHRC

The Reproductive Health Response in Crises Consortium

RIPS

Registro Individual de Prestación de Servicios (Individual register of (health) services)

STD

Sexually Transmitted Disease
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SIVIGILA

Sistema de Información para la Vigilancia en Salud Pública (Information System for Public Health Surveillance)

SIVELCE

Sistema de Vigilancia Epidemiológica de Lesiones de Causa Externa (Epidemiological Surveillance System of
Injuries from External Cause)

SIVIM

Sistema de Vigilancia Epidemiológica de la Violencia Intrafamiliar (Epidemiological Surveillance System of
Domestic Violence)

SSRR

Survey on Sexual and Reproductive Rights of Vulnerable Populations

UNFPA

United Nations Population Fund

UNHCHR

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

USAID

The United States Agency for International Development

UNDP

United Nations Development Program

UNDAW

United Nations Division for the Advancement of Women
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